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The relative ineffectiveness of information retrieval systems is largely caused by the inaccuracy
with which a query formed by a few keywords models the actual user information need. One
well known method to overcome this limitation is automatic query expansion (AQE), whereby
the user’s original query is augmented by new features with a similar meaning. AQE has a long
history in the information retrieval community but it is only in the last years that it has reached
a level of scientific and experimental maturity, especially in laboratory settings such as TREC.
This survey presents a unified view of a large number of recent approaches to AQE that leverage
various data sources and employ very different principles and techniques. The following questions
are addressed: Why is query expansion so important to improve search effectiveness? What are the
main steps involved in the design and implementation of an AQE component? What approaches
to AQE are available and how do they compare? Which issues must still be resolved before AQE
becomes a standard component of large operational information retrieval systems (e.g., search
engines)?
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—Query formulation; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Content Analysis and Indexing
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Query expansion, query refinement, search, word associations,
pseudo-relevance feedback, document ranking

1.

INTRODUCTION

Current information retrieval systems, including web search engines, have a standard interface consisting of a single input box that accepts keywords. The keywords
submitted by the user are matched against the collection index to find the documents that contain those keywords, which are then sorted by various methods.
When a user query contains multiple topic-specific keywords that accurately describe his information need, the system is likely to return good matches; however,
given that user queries are usually short and that the natural language is inherently
ambiguous, this simple retrieval model is in general prone to errors and omissions.
The most critical language issue for retrieval effectiveness is the term mismatch
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problem: the indexers and the users do often not use the same words. This is known
as the vocabulary problem [Furnas et al. 1987], compounded by synonymy (same
word with different meanings, such as ’java‘) and polysemy (different words with
the same or similar meanings, such as ’tv‘ and ’television‘). Synonymy, together
with word inflections (such as with plural forms, ”television” versus ”televisions”),
may result in a failure to retrieve relevant documents, with a decrease in recall (i.e.,
the ability of the system to retrieve all relevant documents). Polysemy may cause
retrieval of erroneous or irrelevant documents, thus implying a decrease in precision
(i.e., the ability of the system to retrieve only relevant documents).
To deal with the vocabulary problem, several approaches have been proposed
including interactive query refinement, relevance feedback, word sense disambiguation, and search results clustering. One of the most natural and successful techniques is to expand the original query with other words that best capture the actual
user intent, or that simply produce a more useful query, i.e., a query that is more
likely to retrieve relevant documents. Automatic query expansion (AQE) has a
long history in information retrieval (IR), as it has been suggested as early as 1960
by Maron and Kuhns [Maron and Kuhns 1960]. Early work investigated a range of
seminal techniques that have been subsequently improved and extended in various
ways such as vector feedback ([Rocchio 1971], [Ide 1971]), term-term clustering (
[Lesk 1969], [Minker et al. 1972], [Harper and van Rijsbergen 1978]), and comparative analysis of term distributions ([Doszkocs 1978], [Porter 1982]). On the other
hand, in a number of early experiments performed on small scale collections inconclusive results were achieved about the retrieval effectiveness of such techniques,
with gain in recall often compensated by the corresponding loss in precision (see
[Salton and Buckley 1990] and [Harman 1992] for a review).
As the volume of data has dramatically increased while the number of searchersupplied query terms has remained very low, research on AQE has been revamped.
Web search is the best case in point. According to Hitwise (http://www.hitwise.com/us/presscenter/press-releases/2009/google-searches-oct-09/), in 2009 the average query length
was of 2.30 words, the same as that reported ten years before in [Lau and Horvitz
1999]. While there has been a slight increase in the number of long queries (of five
or more words), the most prevalent queries are still those of one, two, and three
words. In this situation, the vocabulary problem has become even more serious
because the paucity of query terms reduces the possibility of handling synonymy
while the heterogeneity and size of data make the effects of polysemy more severe.
The need for and the scope of AQE have thus increased.
In the last years, a huge number of AQE techniques have been presented using a
variety of approaches that leverage on several data sources and employ sophisticated
methods for finding new features correlated with the query terms. Today, there
are firmer theoretical foundations and a better understanding of the utility and
limitations of AQE; e.g., which are the critical parameters affecting the method
performance, what type of queries is AQE useful for, etc. At the same time, the
basic techniques are being increasingly used in conjunction with other mechanisms
to increase their effectiveness, including method combination, more active selection
of information sources, and discriminative policies of method application. These
scientific advances have been corroborated by very positive experimental findings
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obtained in laboratory settings. In fact, AQE has regained much popularity thanks
to the evaluation results obtained at the Text REtrieval Conference series (TREC,
http://trec.nist.gov/), where most participants have made use of this technique
reporting noticeable improvements in retrieval performance.
AQE is currently considered an extremely promising technique to improve the
retrieval effectiveness of document ranking and there are signs that it is being
adopted in commercial applications, especially for desktop and intranet searches.
For instance, Google Enterprise, MySQL and Lucene provide the user with an
AQE facility that can be turned on or off. In contrast, it has not yet been regularly
employed in the major operational web IR systems such as search engines.
There are several explanations for the limited uptake of AQE in web search. First,
the fast response times required by web search applications may prevent the use of
some computationally expensive AQE techniques. Second, current AQE techniques
are optimized to perform well on average, but are unstable and may cause degradation of search service for some queries. Also, the emphasis of AQE on improving
recall (as opposed to guaranteeing high precision) is less important, given that there
is usually an abundance of relevant documents and that many users look only at the
first page of results. Third, there is probably an issue with the acceptance of AQE,
due to the limited usability and transparency of an IR system implementing AQE:
the user may get confused if the system retrieves documents that do not contain
the original query terms. On the other hand, these features are less important in
many other IR applications (e.g., search by experts in specialized domains), where
a straightforward application of AQE may have no major contraindications. One
of the objectives of this survey is to critically assess the performance limitations of
this technique and discuss what we need to push it forward.
Although AQE has received a great deal of attention in the recent literature on
IR and search, very little work has been done to review such studies. One notable
exception is [Bhogal et al. 2007], which however reviews a specific approach to
AQE, i.e., using ontologies. AQE has also been covered in the books [Baeza-Yates
and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] and [Manning et al. 2008], with a focus on early techniques
for finding term correlations, and has a dedicated entry in the Encyclopedia of
Database Systems [Vechtomova 2009]. This paper is the first comprehensive study
of AQE that deals with all processing steps, reviews the major techniques including
the recent ones, discusses their retrieval performance, identifies open issues, and
suggests research directions.
After discussing how AQE can improve not only recall but also precision, we
describe the main computational steps involved, from data acquisition and preprocessing, to candidate feature generation and ranking, to feature selection, and
finally to query reformulation. This modelization accounts for a large number of
proposed approaches, with each approach usually fitting in one or more sections of
the full processing pipeline. Besides summarizing current practice, it can be used
as a blueprint for designing and implementing an AQE component for a ranking
system. We also provide a classification of existing techniques that is more oriented
towards methodological aspects; e.g., the source of data, the feature extraction
method, and the representation of the expanded query. The latter characterization
is more useful for system comparison.
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The remainder of the paper has the following organization. We first provide a
pragmatic definition of AQE (Section 2), discuss why and under which assumptions
it produces more accurate results than using unexpanded queries (Section 3), and
briefly review other applications of AQE in addition to document ranking (Section 4) and different approaches to the vocabulary problem (Section 5). Then, in
Section 6, we describe how AQE works, identifying the main computational steps
in which the whole process can be broken down. Section 7 is devoted to a classification of existing approaches: we provide a broad taxonomy by data source and
by expansion feature-finding method as well as a detailed features chart using a
set of more specific criteria. We next address the performance issue: Section 8
deals with the retrieval effectiveness of expanded queries and Section 9 discusses
the computational efficiency of performing AQE. In Section 10 we discuss a few
critical issues that must still be solved for moving AQE beyond its experimental
status. Section 11 reviews some research directions and, finally, Section 12 offers
some conclusions.
2.

DOCUMENT RANKING WITH AQE

Most IR systems including search engines rely, totally or in part, on computing the
importance of terms that occur in the query and in the documents to determine
their answers. The similarity sim(q, d) between query q and document d can be
usually expressed as

P

sim(q, d) =

wt,q · wt,d

(1)

t∈q∩d

where wt,q and wt,d are the weights of term t in query q and document d, respectively, according to the system’s weighting function. The weight of a term is
typically proportional to the term frequency and inversely proportional to the frequency and length of the documents containing the term. This broad formulation
accounts for several widely-used ranking models which can be directly or indirectly
traced back to it, including vector space model [Salton and McGill 1983], probabilistic relevance model [Robertson et al. 1998], statistical language modeling [Zhai
and Lafferty 2001b], and deviation from randomness [Amati et al. 2001].
The ranking scheme of formula 1 can be easily modified to accommodate query
expansion, abstracting away from the specific underlying weighting model. The
basic input to AQE consists of the original query q and a source of data from which
to compute and weight the expansion terms. The output of AQE is a query q 0
formed by an expanded set of terms with their associated weights w0 . The new
weighted query terms are used to compute the similarity between query q 0 and
document d:
0

P

sim(q , d) =

0

0

wt,q0 · wt,d

(2)

t∈q ∩d

The most typical data source for generating new terms is the collection being
searched itself and the simplest way of weighting the query expansion terms is to
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use just the weighting function used by the ranking system. If more complex features than single terms are used for query expansion (e.g., phrases), the underlying
ranking system must be able to handle such features.
3.

WHY AND WHEN AQE WORKS

In most document ranking systems the query terms are connected by an implicit
”OR”. Under this assumption, one advantage of query expansion is that there is
more chance for a relevant document which does not contain the original query
terms to be retrieved, with an obvious increase in recall. For instance, if the query
Al-Qaeda is expanded to Al-Qaeda al-Qaida al-Qa’ida ”Osama bin Laden” ”terrorist Sunni organization” ”September 11 2001”, this new query does not only retrieve
the documents that contain the original term (Al-Qaeda) but also the documents
that use different spellings or don’t directly name it. This observation has originated most early research in AQE, and such a capacity is still very important for
search applications in professional domains (e.g., legal, financial, medical, scientific)
where the main goal is to retrieve all documents that are relevant to an issue. Notice that a strict recall improvement can be achieved even when the query terms are
strictly ANDed together by default, as with some web search engines, provided that
the expanded query can be submitted to the system by using Boolean operators
(e.g., AND of ORs).
The additional terms, however, may cause query drift – the alteration of the
focus of a search topic caused by improper expansion [Mitra et al. 1998] – thus
hurting precision. There may be several reasons for this. When an expansion term
is correlated with a single term of the original query rather than with the entire
query it may easily match unrelated concepts. This phenomenon may be more
serious if the additional term is a proper noun, as pointed out in [Vechtomova
and Karamuftuoglu 2004]. It is also possible that the set of candidate expansion
terms as a whole is not relevant to the original query. This may happen, for
instance, when AQE is based on the top documents retrieved in response to the
original query and such documents are mostly not relevant. A further reason for
a decrease in precision is that the relevant documents that match just the original
query terms may move lower down in the ranking after query expansion, even if
the additional terms are relevant to the query concept. For example, if the query
”Jennifer Aniston” is expanded with ”actress”, ”movie”, and ”player”, a document
about a different actress in which such additional terms are well represented may
be assigned a higher score than a document about Jennifer Aniston that does not
contain the additional terms [Carmel et al. 2002]. That query expansion may result
in a loss of precision has been confirmed in some earlier experimental studies (e.g.,
[Voorhees and Harman 1998]).
On the other hand, the effectiveness of IR systems is usually evaluated taking
into account both recall and precision. Using a combined recall/precision measure,
the overwhelming majority of recent experimental studies agree that AQE results in
better retrieval effectiveness, with improvements of the order of 10% and larger (e.g.,
[Mitra et al. 1998], [Carpineto et al. 2002], [Liu et al. 2004], [Lee et al. 2008]). Such
findings are important to support the claim that AQE is an effective technique,
but this may be not sufficient for the cases when we are primarily interested in
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precision. However, as explained below, several recent studies have pointed out
that AQE does not necessarily hurt precision.
One common problem affecting the precision of document ranking is that retrieved documents can often match a query term out of context of its relationships
to the other terms. There may be several types of out-of-context matches causing
false drops. In [Bodoff and Kambil 1998], for instance, five types were identified:
polysemy, ordered relationships among terms (e.g., ’wars due to crises‘ versus ’crises
due to wars‘), out of phrase terms (i.e., when a query or document phrase is not
treated as a single unit), secondary topic keyword (e.g., ’siamese cats‘ versus ’cats‘)
and non-categorical terms (e.g., ’tiger‘ is simultaneously an instance of ’mammal‘
and of ’operating system‘).
The problem of improper partial matching between query and document can
be ameliorated by using AQE, to the extent that the additional terms favour a
more univocal interpretation of the original query. For example, if the query ”tiger,
operating system” is expanded with ”Mac OS X”, the score of the documents about
the computer meaning of ”tiger” will increase while the score of the documents
about different meanings of ”tiger” or different operating systems will decrease.
This is an example of ’out of phrase term‘ matching. A similar argument can be
applied to the other types of out-of-context matches. Indeed, some recent studies
have confirmed that AQE may improve also precision by implicitly disambiguating
query terms (e. g., [Carmel et al. 2002], [Navigli and Velardi 2003], [Bai et al.
2005]). In Section 6.2.3 we give an example of this behavior in a situation of
practical interest, while the use of word sense disambiguation techniques in IR is
discussed in Section 5.3.
Sometimes, AQE achieves better precision in the sense that it has the effect of
moving the results toward the most popular or represented meaning of the query in
the collection at hand and away from other meanings; e.g., when the features used
for AQE are extracted from web pages [Cui et al. 2003], or when the general concept
terms in a query are substituted by a set of specific concept terms present in the
corpus that co-occur with the query concept [Chu et al. 2002]. AQE is also useful
for improving precision when it is required that several aspects (or dimensions) of
a query must be present at once in a relevant document. This is another facet of
query disambiguation, in which query expansion can enhance those aspects that
are underrepresented in the original user query ([Crabtree et al. 2007], [Arguello
et al. 2008]).
We should emphasize that AQE may not be suitable for all user queries, especially when searching the web. It has been observed [Broder 2002] that most
web queries fall into one of three basic categories: informational, navigational, and
transactional. The informational queries (i.e., in which the user has a particular
information need to satisfy) seem the most relevant to AQE because the user often
does not exactly know what he is looking for and and/or he is not able to clearly
describe it by words. By contrast, in navigational queries (i.e., where the user has a
particular URL to find) and transactional queries (i.e., where the user is interested
in some web-mediated activity), usually the sought pages are characterized by very
specific words which are known to the user.
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APPLICATIONS OF AQE

Although in this survey we mainly focus on the use of query expansion for improving document ranking, there are other retrieval tasks that may benefit from this
technique. We now briefly discuss four areas where the use of AQE has been rather
intensive, in addition to document ranking, and then provide pointers to further,
more recent applications.
4.1

Question answering

The goal of question answering (QA) is to provide concise responses (instead of
full documents) to certain types of natural language questions such as ”how many
kings were there in ancient Rome?”. Similar to document ranking, QA is faced by
a fundamental problem of mismatch between question and answer vocabularies.
To improve the early document retrieval stage of a QA system, one common
strategy is to expand the original question with terms that are expected to appear
in documents containing answers to it, often extracted from FAQ data [Agichtein
et al. 2004], [Harabagiu and Lacatusu 2004]. A recent example in this research line
is [Riezler et al. 2007], in which the FAQ data are processed by statistical machine
translation techniques, as if questions and answers in the corpus were two distinct
languages. In this case, the goal of question-answer translation is to learn associations between question words and synonymous answer words. Different approaches
to AQE for QA include using lexical ontologies such as WordNet [Harabagiu et al.
2001], shared dependency parse trees between the query and the candidate answers
[Sun et al. 2006], and semantic parsing of questions based on roles [Schlaefer et al.
2007], among others.
In the Multilingual Question Answering Track run at the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF, www.clefcampaign.org/) 2009, three variants of the classical
QA task were explored, namely geographical QA, QA in speech transcripts, and
passage retrieval from legal texts. Some authors made use of AQE techniques
based on lexical or geographical ontologies, with good [Agirre et al. 2009] or mixed
[Flemmings et al. 2009] results.
4.2

Multimedia information retrieval

With the proliferation of digital media and libraries, search of multimedia documents (e.g., speech, image, video) has become increasingly important. Most multimedia IR systems perform text-based search over media metadata such as annotations, captions, and surrounding html/xml descriptions. When the metadata
is absent, IR relies on some form of multimedia content analysis, often combined
with AQE techniques. For example, in spoken document retrieval, the transcription produced by an automatic speech recognition system can be augmented with
related terms prior to query time [Singhal and Pereira 1999]. This form of document expansion is very useful for spoken document retrieval since automatic speech
transcriptions often contain mistakes, whilst for plain document retrieval its benefits are more limited ([Billerbeck and Zobel 2005], [Wei and Croft 2007]). In image
retrieval, a typical approach consists of using query examples with visual features
such as colors, textures and shapes, and iteratively refining the visual query through
relevance feedback [Kherfi et al. 2004]. In video retrieval, both the documents and
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the queries are usually multimodal, in that they have textual as well as visual aspects. An expanded text query is typically compared against the textual description
of the visual concepts and any matched concepts are used for (visual) refinement.
Also, AQE can be directly applied to visual examples represented by low-level feature vectors using relevance or pseudo-relevance feedback (i.e., assuming that the
top retrieved images are relevant). A review of existing AQE approaches to video
retrieval is given in [Natsev et al. 2007]. The authors also present an interesting
method based on identifying global correlations (i.e., not related to a specific query)
between terms from the speech transcript and visual concepts; such visual concepts
are then used for query expansion.
4.3

Information filtering

Information filtering (IF) is the process of monitoring a stream of documents and
selecting those that are relevant to the user. The documents arrive continuously and
the user’s information need evolves over time. Some examples of filtering application
domains are electronic news, blogs, e-commerce, and e-mail (see [Hanani et al. 2004]
for a review). There are two main approaches, collaborative IF (i.e., based on the
preferences of like-minded users) and content-based IF. The latter technique bears
a strong conceptual similarity to IR because the user profile can be modeled as a
query and the data stream as a collection of documents [Belkin and Croft 1992].
Better profiles (queries) can be learnt using relevance feedback techniques [Allan
1996], or other forms of query expansion, such as based on similar users [Palleti et al.
2007] or on links and anchor text in Wikipedia [Arguello et al. 2008]. In [Zimmer
et al. 2008], keyword correlation is used to improve the recall in approximate IF,
i.e., a scenario in which the system is responsible for selecting the best information
sources to which a subscription (query) should be submitted.
4.4

Cross-language information retrieval

Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) deals with retrieving documents written in a language other than the language of the user’s query. There has been
an increasing interest in CLIR in the last years, thanks to the annual evaluation
campaigns run by CLEF and TREC. The traditional approach to CLIR consists
of query translation followed by monolingual retrieval, where query translation is
performed with machine readable bilingual dictionaries, parallel corpora or machine translation [Koehn 2010]. Regardless of the type of translation resource used,
there are usually limitations due to insufficient coverage, untranslatable terms, and
translation ambiguity between the source and target languages [Pirkola et al. 2001].
To combat the errors induced by translation, one well known technique is to use
query expansion [Ballesteros and Croft 1997]; even when the translation contains
no error, the use of semantically similar terms yields better results than those obtainable by literal translation terms alone [Kraaij et al. 2003]. Query expansion can
be applied before or after translation, or even at both times; pre-translation yields
better results than post-translation, with the combination being the most effective
([Ballesteros and Croft 1998], [McNamee and Mayfield 2002]). A more recent work
[Cao et al. 2007] integrates both translation relations and monolingual relations
such as term co-occurrence into a unique directed graph in which query translation
is performed as a random walk.
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Other applications of AQE

Other recent applications of AQE include text categorization ([Zelikovitz and Hirsh
2000], [Hidalgo et al. 2005]), search of hidden web content that is not indexed
by standard search engines [Graupmann et al. 2005], query completion on mobile
devices [Kamvar and Baluja 2007], training corpora acquisition [Huang et al. 2005],
e-commerce ([Chen et al. 2004], [Perugini and Ramakrishnan 2006]), mobile search
[Church and Smyth 2007], expert finding [Macdonald and Ounis 2007], slot-based
document retrieval [Suryanto et al. 2007], federated search [Shokouhi et al. 2009],
and paid search advertising ([Wang et al. 2009], [Broder et al. 2009]).
5.

RELATED TECHNIQUES

The word mismatch between query and documents is a long standing issue in the
field of IR. In this section AQE is put in context with respect to alternative strategies to the vocabulary problem.
5.1

Interactive query refinement

There is a vast related literature on interactive query expansion (IQE) and refinement (e.g., [Efthimiadis 1996], [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999]). The main
difference from automatic methods is that the system provides several suggestions
for query (re)formulation, but the decision is made by the user. From a computational point of view, IQE and AQE share the first two computational steps, namely
data acquisition and candidate feature generation, whereas IQE does not address
the subsequent problems of feature selection and query reformulation.
One of the best known systems of this kind is Google Suggest, which offers realtime hints to complete a search query as the user types. IQE has the potential
for producing better results than AQE [Kanaan et al. 2008], but this generally
requires expertise on the part of the user [Ruthven 2003]. From a usability point
of view, IQE gives the user more control over the query processing, which is a
lacking aspect in AQE (see Section 10.3). Although in this paper we focus on
fully automatic methods for single-query searches, we do include some innovative
techniques mainly developed for term suggestion that are susceptible to being used
also for AQE.
5.2

Relevance feedback

Relevance feedback takes the results that are initially returned from a given query
and uses information provided by the user about whether or not those results are
relevant to perform a new query. The content of the assessed documents is used
to adjust the weights of terms in the original query and/or to add words to the
query. Relevance feedback is often implemented using variants of Rocchio algorithm [Rocchio 1971], discussed below, or the F4 probabilistic reweighting formulas
[Robertson and Sparck Jones 1976] [Robertson 1986] [Robertson and Walker 2000].
Relevance feedback is covered in several books (e.g., [Harman 1992], [Baeza-Yates
and Ribeiro-Neto 1999], [Manning et al. 2008]) and surveys [Ruthven and Lalmas
2003]. A dedicated track (i.e., the Relevance Feedback track) was run at TREC in
2008 and 2009.
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ing the expanded query more similar to the retrieved relevant documents, whereas
AQE tries to form a better match with the user’s underlying intentions. The specific data source from which the expansion features are generated using relevance
feedback may be more reliable than the sources generally used by AQE, but the
user must assess the relevance of the documents. On the other hand, relevance
feedback has directly inspired one of the most popular AQE techniques, namely
pseudo-relevance feedback (discussed in Section 6.2.3), and it has also provided
foundational work for modeling query reformulation in a variety of AQE approaches
(see Section 6.4).
5.3

Word sense disambiguation in IR

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the ability to identify the meaning of words in
context in a computational manner [Navigli 2009]. WSD is a natural and well known
approach to the vocabulary problem in IR ([Lesk 1988], [Krovetz and Croft 1992],
[Sanderson 2000]). Early work focused on representing words by the text of their
dictionary definitions, or by their WordNet synsets (discussed in Section 6.2.1).1 .
However, several experiments suggested that a straightforward application of this
technique may not be effective for IR [Voorhees 1993], at least as long as the
selection of the correct sense definition (or synset) is flawed; e.g., if the precision is
no greater than 75%, according to [Sanderson 1994]. The work on using WordNet
for AQE has continued using more sophisticated methods, described below in the
paper.
Rather than relying on short, predefined lists of senses, it may be more convenient
to use a corpus as evidence to perform word sense induction. In [Schütze and
Pedersen 1995], the context of every occurrence of a word is found and similar
contexts are clustered to determine the word senses (or word uses). With a correct
disambiguation rate of 90%, this paper was the first to show that WSD can work
successfully with an IR system, reporting a 7 to 14% improvement in retrieval
effectiveness. Given its reliance on corpus analysis, this approach is similar, in
spirit, to the global AQE techniques discussed in Section 7.2. Another corpusbased WSD technique is described in [Véronis 2004]. By applying the metaphor of
small worlds to word co-occurrence graphs, this technique is capable of discovering
low-frequency senses (as low as 1%).
On the whole, however, the application of WSD to IR presents both computational and effectiveness limitations. Mixed evidence has also been reported in
a recent series of experiments performed at CLEF 2008 and CLEF 2009, in the
Robust–WSD task [Agirre et al. 2009]. Furthermore, a typical query context, as in
web searches, may be too short for sense disambiguation.
5.4

Search results clustering

Search results clustering (SRC) organizes search results by topic, thus allowing, in
principle, direct access to the documents pertaining to distinct aspects of the given
query. In contrast to conventional clustering, SRC algorithms try to optimize not
1 Term

co-occurence representations are typically used in the computational linguistic community
to express the semantics of a term. A comparison with document occurrence representations,
more common in IR, is made in [Lavelli et al. 2004].
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only the clustering structure but also the quality of cluster labels, because a cluster
with a poor description is very likely to be entirely omitted by the user even if it
points to a group of strongly related and relevant documents. Some examples of
description-centric SRC algorithms are Clusty (http://clusty.com), Lingo [Osiński
and Weiss 2005], and KeySRC [Bernardini et al. 2009], all available for testing on
the Internet. A recent review of this relatively large body of literature is given in
[Carpineto et al. 2009].
The cluster labels produced by SRC algorithms can be naturally seen as refinements of the given query, although they have been typically employed for browsing
through the search results rather than for reformulating the query. An explicit
link between SRC and AQE is made in [Kurland et al. 2005], where the clusters
built from top retrieved documents are used as pseudo-queries representing different facets of the original query. This approach can be iterated, although caution
must be taken (e.g., by re-scoring the documents retrieved at each round) to avoid
query drift.
5.5

Other related techniques

Other techniques related to AQE include boolean term decomposition [Wong et al.
1987], spreading activation networks [Crestani 1997], concept lattice-based IR [Carpineto
and Romano 2004], random indexing [Sahlgren 2005], and contextual document
ranking modeled as basis vectors [Melucci 2008]. Although these methods do not
strictly perform query expansion, they have the ability to retrieve documents that
do not contain the original query terms based on particular content relationships
between all the terms contained in the collection. Another relevant technique is latent semantic indexing (LSI), that replaces the observed features of documents with
a new (smaller) set of uncorrelated features using the singular value decomposition
of the term-document matrix [Deerwester et al. 1990]. The relationships between
LSI and Rocchio relevance feedback have been theoretically investigated in [Efron
2008]. Rocchio is optimal for discriminating between relevant and non-relevant
documents (viewing IR as classification), whereas LSI is optimal for estimating the
degree of relevance of a particular document (viewing IR as regression), because
projection onto a low-dimension space reduces model variance. Features generated
by LSI have been directly used for AQE in [Park and Ramamohanarao 2007].
6.

HOW AQE WORKS

AQE can be broken down into the four steps shown in Figure 1: preprocessing of
data source, generation and ranking of candidate expansion features, selection of
expansion features, query reformulation. Each step is discussed, in turn, in the
following sections.
6.1

Preprocessing of data source

This step transforms the raw data source used for expanding the user query into a
format that will be more effectively processed by subsequent steps. It usually consists of a phase of extraction of intermediate features, followed by the construction
of appropriate data structures for easy access to and manipulation of such features.
Preprocessing of data source is usually independent of the particular user query that
is to be expanded but it is specific to the type of data source and expansion method
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Fig. 1.

Main steps of automatic query expansion.

being considered. The most common preprocessing procedures are discussed in the
following.
Many query expansion techniques are based on the information contained in the
top-ranked items retrieved in response to the original user query from a collection
of documents. In order to compute the initial retrieval run, it is necessary to index
the collection and run the query against the collection index. Indexing usually comprises
(1) text extraction from documents like HTML, PDF, MS Word, etc. (if the
collection is made of such documents),
(2) tokenization (i.e., extraction of individual words, ignoring punctuation and
case),
(3) stop word removal (i.e., removal of common words such as articles and prepositions),
(4) word stemming (i.e., reduction of inflected or derivational words to their root
form),
(5) word weighting (i.e., assignment of a score that reflects the importance of the
word, usually in each document).
To illustrate, consider the following short HTML fragment:
’<b>Automatic query expansion</b> expands queries automatically.‘
The indexed representation, using Porter’s stemmer [Porter 1997] and assuming
that the weight of a word is simply given by its frequency in the text, is:
automat 0.33, queri 0.33, expan 0.16, expand 0.16
As a result, each document is represented as a set of weighted terms, with a
complementary inverted index file which maps terms to documents at query time.
The indexing system may also store term positions, to provide proximity based
search. When the collection used for query expansion is the same as the one being
searched (e.g., [Attar and Fraenkel 1977], [Xu and Croft 1996], [Robertson et al.
1998], [Carpineto et al. 2001], [Bai et al. 2005]), the ranking system to which the
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expanded query will be submitted is typically used to also perform a first-pass
ranking. If an external corpus is employed (e.g., web data for intranet searches, or
personal desktop data for web searches), as in [Xu and Croft 2000], [Voorhees 2004],
[Diaz and Metzler 2006], and [Chirita et al. 2007]), a different IR system will, in
general, be necessary; several options are available, such as installing and running
a desktop search engine (commercial or freely available), using web retrieval APIs,
or even developing one’s own system for document indexing and ranking.
Other AQE techniques, based on corpus analysis, require the extraction of particular features from the collection at hand, which are usually different to those
(discussed above) employed for indexing purposes by a conventional IR system. A
well known approach is [Qiu and Frei 1993], where each term is represented as a
weighted document vector using non-standard collection statistics. Another example is [Crouch and Yang 1992], which builds a statistical thesaurus by first clustering
the whole document collection via the complete link clustering algorithm.
Some query expansion techniques require preprocessing procedures tailored to
certain data sources. For example, if query expansion makes use of anchor texts,
one needs to parse a hyperlinked collection to extract the text content of anchor
tags, and to further process such texts to normalize them and/or remove those that
contain too few or too many terms [Kraft and Zien 2004]. Clickthrough records
(query, URL) extracted from search engine logs are another source of data for query
expansion (e.g., [Cui et al. 2003], [Billerbeck et al. 2003]). In this case, besides
extracting, from the user logs, the sequence of characters comprising the query and
the corresponding documents clicked on, it may be useful to remove objectionable
content and also to perform some form of query and URL canonicalization to find
semantically equivalent strings [Beeferman and Berger 2000].
In the approaches discussed so far, preprocessing is applied to a given data source.
This is the predominant situation, but there are exceptions. The data source may
be selected from multiple choices, as in [Gauch et al. 1999] and [He and Ounis
2007], or even built from scratch. Two examples of the latter are [Riezler et al.
2007] and [Bai et al. 2007]. In [Riezler et al. 2007], a collection of FAQs is automatically built by first using web queries such as ”inurl:faq” and subsequently applying
machine learning techniques to extract the actual FAQs from the retrieved set of
pages. In [Bai et al. 2007], several strategies for constructing domain models (i.e.,
topic profiles) to which the queries will be assigned for expansion are tested; such
strategies involve the utilization of the documents contained in the Open Directory
Project (http://dmoz.org), or the top web answers to user-defined topics. Off-line
web-based construction of term vectors representing fixed topics is also performed
in [Finkelstein et al. 2002]. In all these cases, an earlier preprocessing procedure
is necessary to acquire the source data in the first place, prior to the strict data
preprocessing step dealt with in this section.
6.2

Generation and ranking of candidate expansion features

In the second stage of AQE, the system generates and ranks the candidate expansion
features. The reason that feature ranking is important is that most query expansion
methods will only choose a small proportion of the candidate expansion features to
add to the query.
The input to this stage is the original query and the transformed data source; the
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output is a set of expansion features, usually with associated scores. The original
query may be preprocessed to remove common words and/or extract important
terms to be expanded (the importance being approximated e.g., by their inverse
document frequency).
We classify the techniques used to execute candidate generation and ranking
according to the type of relationship between the expansion features generated and
the query terms (after query preprocessing, if any).
6.2.1 One-to-one associations. The simplest form of candidate generation and
ranking is based on one-to-one associations between expansion features and query
terms, i.e., each expansion feature is related to a single query term. In practice,
one or more expansion features are generated and scored for each query term using
a variety of techniques.
One of the most natural approaches is to rely on linguistic associations, such as
using a stemming algorithm to reduce different words to the same stem. A stemmer
may remove inflected forms of a word that strictly follow the language syntax (e.g.,
singular/plural of nouns, tenses of verbs), or it may remove also derivational forms.
In the latter case, the stem will not, in general, coincide with the morphological root
of the word. For instance, using Porter’s derivational stemming algorithm [Porter
1997], the words ’generalizations‘, ’generalization‘, ’generalize‘, and ’general‘ would
be reduced to the same stem: ’gener‘. Clearly, the latter approach is more powerful
but it is prone to errors due to overgeneralization.
Another common linguistic technique is to find synonyms and related words
of a query word from a thesaurus, most usually from WordNet (e.g., [Voorhees
1994], [Mandala et al. 1998]). The WordNet lexicon [Miller et al. 1990], available
at http://wordnet.princeton.edu/, groups English words into sets of synonyms
called synsets and records various lexical semantic relations between these synonym sets. In particular, it includes hypernym/hyponym relationships among noun
synsets that can be interpreted as generalization/specialization relations between
the concepts corresponding to such synsets. For instance, there are three synsets
with the noun ’spider‘ in WordNet, each with a specific sense; i.e., for zoology,
computer science and cooking. The synset with the computer science meaning
is {spider, wanderer }, which is defined as ’a computer program that prowls the
internet looking for...‘ and has one direct hypernym (i.e., {program, programme,
computer program, computer programme}) and no hyponyms.
Expansion feature generation from WordNet requires selecting one synset for a
given query term, thus solving the ambiguity problem, and then traversing the
hierarchy by following its typed links. In order to choose a synset with a similar
meaning to the query term, the adjacent query terms can be best matched with
the concepts present in each synset containing the query term. After selecting the
most relevant synset, one might consider for query expansion all the synonyms of
the query term in the synset plus the concepts contained in any synset directly
related to it, usually with different weights (see section 6.4). Using this approach
on the query ’spider program‘ for instance, it would first be selected the WordNet node with the computer meaning of spider, and then the following candidate
query expansion features would be generated: ’wanderer‘, ’programme‘, ’computer
program‘, ’computer programme‘.
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A radical departure from the linguistic approach consists of generating associations automatically by computing term-to-term similarities in a collection of documents. The general idea is that two terms are semantically related if they appear in
the same documents, just as two documents are considered similar if they contain
the same terms. Two simple measures of similarity are the Dice coefficient and the
Jaccard index. Given terms terms u and v, the Dice coefficient (D) is defined as
D =

2 · dfu∧v
dfu + dfv

(3)

where dfu∧v is the number of documents that contain both u and v, and dfu , dfv
are the number of documents that contain u and v, respectively.
The Jaccard index (J) is defined as
dfu∧v
dfu∨v

J =

(4)

where dfu∨v is the number of documents that contain u or v.2
A more general approach is the following. Consider a term-document matrix A,
where each cell At,d is a weight wt,d for term t and document d. If we calculate
C = AAT , then C is a term-term correlation matrix, where each element cu,v is a
correlation (similarity) score between terms u and v given by:
cu,v =

X

wu,j · wv,j

(5)

dj

Using the above formula we can compute the correlation between each term of the
query and each term in the document collection. To take into account the relative
frequency of terms, it is preferable to generate normalized correlation factors, e.g.
cu,v
by the cosine similarity: qP
.
P
dj

2
wu,u
·

dj

2
wv,v

Depending on how the set of documents and the weighting function are chosen,
formula 5 can give rise to conceptually different term-to-term correlation methods.
One well known technique, first proposed in [Attar and Fraenkel 1977], relies on
the set of documents returned in response to the original query and makes use of
term frequency to weight the terms. We will see more elaborated techniques that
can be traced back to formula 5 in section 6.2.2.
Computing co-occurrence of terms in the whole document is simple but it has
the disadvantage that position is not taken into account, whereas two terms which
co-occur in the same sentence seem more correlated than two terms which occur
distantly within a document. This aspect is usually addressed by considering term
proximity; i.e., using only restricted textual contexts such as windows of fixed
length for measuring co-occurrence of terms. However, the simple co-occurrence,
whether in a large or small context, does not necessarily mean that the terms are
correlated. For instance, the word ’verdi‘ is correlated with the word ’giuseppe‘
in a music book, whereas the same correlation will not hold for a telephone book,
2 The

Dice coefficient and the Jaccard index are related: D = 2J/(1 + J) and J = D/(2 − D).
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because in the latter case the surname ’verdi‘ co-occurs with many names other
than ’giuseppe‘.
A more comprehensive measure for word association that incorporates term dependency is mutual information ([van Rijsbergen 1979], [Church and Hanks 1990]),
defined as:

Iu,v = log2


P (u, v)
+1
P (u) · P (v)

(6)

where P (u, v) is the joint probability that u and v co-occur within a certain
context, usually a window of interest, and P (u) and P (v) are the probability of
occurrence of terms u and v, respectively. Such probabilities can be estimated, for
instance, by relative frequency counts.
Notice that the mutual information is symmetric; i.e., I(u, v) = I(v, u). As word
order matters (e.g., compare ’word processing‘ to ’processing word‘), it is preferable
to consider an asymmetric version, in which P (u, v) is the probability that v strictly
follows u. The mutual information is zero if there is a zero co-occurrence, equal to
1
+1) if v is perfectly associated
one if u and v are independent, and equal to log2 ( P (u)
with u. One of its disadvantages is that it tends to favour rare terms over common
terms, because I(u, v) will increase if P (v|u) is fixed, but P (u) decreases. This
problem may become more acute for sparse data, which is most relevant to us.
Alternatively, we could consider the classical definition of conditional probability
to measure the strength of the association of term v to term u:
P (u, v)
(7)
P (u)
The conditional probability can be computed by dividing the number of contexts
(e.g., phrases) in which terms u and v co-occur by the number of contexts in which
term u occurs. This popular approach (e.g., [Schütze and Pedersen 1997], [Bai et al.
2005]) is similar to the definition of confidence of association rules in data mining
problems [Agrawal et al. 1993]. In fact, association rules have been explicitly used
for finding expansion features correlated with the query terms ([Latiri et al. 2004],
[Song et al. 2007]). One disadvantage of this approach is that associations with
high confidence may hold by chance (e.g., when the two terms are statistically
independent).
Expansion features can also be generated by mining user query logs, with the goal
of associating the terms of the original query with terms in past related queries. As
the texts extracted from such data (possibly after preprocessing – see section 6.1)
are usually very short, the standard correlation techniques based on term frequency
cannot be applied. In fact, several additional contextual clues extracted from the
query logs have been used to help identify useful associations, such as considering
queries that occurred in the same session (e.g., successive queries issued by a single
user [Jones et al. 2006]) or queries that yielded similar sets of presumably relevant
documents (e.g., by deploying the bipartite graph induced by queries and user clicks
[Beeferman and Berger 2000]). These latter types of evidence do not depend on the
content of queries and documents and are thus especially useful when content-based
approaches are not applicable. We will return to this in section 7.
P (v|u) =
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6.2.2 One-to-many associations. One-to-one associations tend to add a term
when it is strongly related to one of the query terms. However, this may not
accurately reflect the relationships of the expansion term to the query as a whole.
This problem has been analyzed in [Bai et al. 2007]. For example, while the word
’program‘ may well be highly associated with the word ’computer‘, an automatic
expansion of all queries containing ’program‘ with ’computer‘ might work well for
some queries (e.g., ’Java program‘, ’application program‘), but not for others (e.g.,
’TV program‘, ’government program‘, ’space program‘). Here again we come across
the issue of language ambiguity.
One simple approach to one-to-many associations is to extend the one-to-one
associations techniques described in the previous section to the other terms in the
query. The idea is that if an expansion feature is correlated to several individual
query terms, then it is correlated to the query as a whole. In [Voorhees 1994], for
instance, it is required that a new term extracted from WordNet be related to at
least two original query terms before it is included in the expanded query. If we
use term-to-term correlations, we might compute the correlation factors of a given
candidate expansion term v to every query term, and then combine the found scores
to find the correlation to the global query q, e.g. by:

cq,v =

1 P
cu,v
|q|

(8)

u∈q

A similar approach was early suggested in [Qiu and Frei 1993] and [Xu and Croft
1996], and followed in several other research works ([Cui et al. 2003], [Bai et al.
2005], [Hu et al. 2006], [Sun et al. 2006]). The two former papers are interesting not
only because they extend the one-to-one correlation paradigm to the whole query,
but also because of their particular weighting functions and expansion feature types.
In [Qiu and Frei 1993], formula 5 is used to find term-term correlations in the
whole collection, seen as a concept-term space where documents are used to index
terms. The weight of a term in a document is expressed as the product of the
frequency of the term in the document by the inverse term frequency associated
with that document. The inverse term frequency for document dj is given by
T
log DT
, where T is the number of terms in the collection and DTj is the number
j
of distinct terms in the document dj . This concept is analogous to the inverse
document frequency used for document ranking.
In [Xu and Croft 1996], concepts rather than single terms are generated as expansion features. A concept is a group of adjacent nouns in the top retrieved
documents, and candidate concepts are analyzed using passages (i.e., a text window of fixed size) instead of full documents. Formula 5 is applied to compute a
term-concept correlation (rather than a term-term correlation), where wu,j is the
frequency of the query term u in the j-th passage and wv,j is the frequency of the
concept v in the j-th passage. The exact term-concept correlation value is determined by taking into account the inverse frequency of the term and the concept
in the passages contained in the whole collection. The correlation factors of each
single query term to a given concept are then combined through a function of their
product. This method is called local context analysis.
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The extended one-to-one associations approach can be useful to filter out expansion features that are weakly related to some query terms, but it does not
guarantee that an expansion feature that is strongly connected to only one term
will be discarded. For example, if the association of ’computer‘ with ’program‘ is
strong enough, ’computer‘ may remain as an expansion term even for the queries
’TV program‘ or ’government program‘.
This problem can be alleviated by adding context words to a term-to-term association that specify under which conditions the association is valid. Such context
words, for instance, can be derived as logical consequences from a knowledge base
[Lau et al. 2004], or they can be extracted from a corpus using term co-occurrences
[Bai et al. 2006]. Considering again our example, if we require that ’program‘ appears with ’application‘ (or ’Java‘), then we limit the applicability of the association
’program‘-’computer‘ to the appropriate contexts.
When query expansion is based on WordNet, the need for relating the expansion
features to the entire query, and not to its terms considered in isolation, is even
stronger. [Voorhees 1994] showed that the latter techniques are usually not effective
because they do not guarantee a good word sense disambiguation. This problem,
however, can be addressed by analyzing the relationships between the WordNet
concepts associated with one query word and the concepts associated with the other
(contiguous) query words. Consider as an example the query ’tropical storm‘. The
sense of ’storm‘ can be unequivocally determined by observing that a hyponym of
the synset {storm, violent storm} is ’hurricane‘, whose definition contains the word
’tropical‘. This and other simple heuristic strategies have been used in [Liu et al.
2004]. We will discuss more elaborated disambiguation methods based on WordNet
concepts in Section 7.1.
Another, perhaps more principled, approach to finding one-to-many associations
is based on combining multiple relationships between term pairs through a Markov
chain framework [Collins-Thompson and Callan 2005]. For each query, a term
network is constructed that contains pairs of words linked by several types of relations, such as synonyms, stems, co-occurrence, together with transition probabilities. Such relations can be generated from various sources; [Collins-Thompson and
Callan 2005] makes use of WordNet, Krovetz stemmer, an external corpus and top
retrieved documents. Then the words with the highest probability of relevance in
the stationary distribution of the term network are selected as expansion features,
for they best reflect the multiple aspects of the given query. This approach is more
robust with respect to data sparsity and it supports complex inferences involving
chains of terms. A similar association paradigm, using a spreading activation model
[Anderson 1983], has been successfully applied to solve a language game in which
the player has to find a word semantically related to a set of given words [Semeraro
et al. 2009].
To overcome the limitations inherent in considering relationships between single
terms, one can see the query as a phrase and look for phrases that are related
to it. Phrases typically provide a richer context and have a smaller degree of
ambiguity than their constituent words, although a similarity assessment at the
phrase level may not be straightforward. In [Riezler et al. 2007], for instance,
the best translation phrases, from which the expansion terms are extracted, are
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learned from training data; in [Liu et al. 2008], the criterion for selecting the best
phrases, which are directly used as expansion features, is based on a conceptual
distance, measured on WordNet, between the query phrase and keyphrases of its
search results.
6.2.3 Analysis of feature distribution in top-ranked documents. The techniques
described in this section do not fit into either of the above categories, because they
do not try to find features directly associated with the terms in the query, whether
single or multiple. The idea is to use the first documents retrieved in response to
the original query as a more detailed description of the underlying query topic, from
which to extract the most important terms to be used as expansion features. In a
sense, the expansion features are related to the full meaning of the query because
the extracted terms are those that best characterize the pseudo-relevant documents
as a whole, but their association with the query terms is not analyzed explicitly.
A simple approach, inspired by Rocchio’s method for relevance feedback [Rocchio 1971], is to assign a score to each term in the top retrieved documents by a
weighting function applied to the whole collection. The weights collected by each
term are then summed up and the resulting score is used to sort the set of terms.
This approach, termed pseudo-relevance feedback (or retrieval feedback, or blind
feedback), is simple and computationally efficient, but it has the disadvantage that
each term weight may reflect more the usefulness of that term with respect to the
entire collection rather than its importance with respect to the user query.
This issue can be addressed by studying the difference in term distribution between the subsets of (pseudo-)relevant documents and the whole collection. It is
expected that terms with little informative content will have the same (random)
distribution in any subset of the collection, whereas the terms that are most closely
related to the query will have a comparatively higher probability of occurrence in
the relevant documents. Following this general paradigm, various functions have
been proposed that assign high scores to the terms that best discriminate relevant
from nonrelevant documents.
In Table I we show some well known term-ranking functions, including Rocchio’s
weights. The notation is the following: t indicates a term, w(t, d) is the weight
of t in pseudo-relevant document d, p(t|R) and p(t|C) indicate the probability of
occurrence of t in the set of pseudo-relevant documents R and in the whole collection
C, respectively. The list in Table I is not exhaustive. Other term-scoring functions,
including variants of those reported in this paper, are considered in [Efthimiadis
1993], [Carpineto et al. 2001], and [Wong et al. 2008].
The estimation of probabilities in the expressions in Table I is an important
issue because it might affect performance results. To compute the probability of
occurrence of a term t in X (whether the set of pseudo-relevant documents R or
the whole collection C), the maximum likelihood criterion is often adopted, i.e., the
ratio between the number of occurrences of t in X, treated as a long sequence of
terms, and the number of terms in X. A different probability estimate is to use the
fraction of documents in X that contain the term t. This latter criterion, generally
used to compute the binary independence model (BIM) and Robertson selection
value (RSV) functions, has also been applied to Chi-square and Kullback-Leibler
distance (KLD) in a recent experimental study [Wong et al. 2008], with very good
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Table I. Main term-ranking functions based on analysis of term distribution in pseudo-relevant
documents.
Reference

[Rocchio 1971]

Function

Mathematical form

X

Rocchio’s weights

w(t, d)

d∈R

[Robertson and Sparck Jones 1976]

Binary independence model

log

p(t|R) [1 − p(t|C)]
p(t|C) [1 − p(t|R)]

(BIM)
[Doszkocs 1978]

Chi-square

[Robertson 1990]

Robertson selection value

[p(t|R) − p(t|C)]2
p(t|C)

X

w(t, d)

.

[p(t|R) − p(t|C)]

d∈R

(RSV)
[Carpineto et al. 2001]

Kullback-Leibler distance

p(t|R)

.

log

p(t|R)
p(t|C)

(KLD)

results.
Each term-ranking function has its own rationale, and the results produced by
their application may be very different. In particular, it has been shown that the ordered sets of expansion terms suggested for each query by the different functions are
largely uncorrelated [Carpineto et al. 2002]. However, several experiments suggest
that the choice of the ranking function does not have a great impact on the overall
system performance as long as it is used just to determine a set of terms to be used
in the expanded query ([Salton and Buckley 1990], [Harman 1992], [Carpineto et al.
2001]). By contrast, we will see in Section 6.4 that the scores produced by different
functions can make a big difference if they are used not only to select but also to
reweight the expansion terms.
6.2.4 Query language modeling. Another commonly-used approach to AQE is
to build a statistical language model for the query, specifying a probability distribution over terms. The best terms for query expansion are those with the highest
probabilities. These techniques are usually referred to as model-based. The two
main representatives are the mixture model [Zhai and Lafferty 2001a] and the relevance model [Lavrenko and Croft 2001], both making use of the top retrieved
documents. They are described in the following.
In the former method, similarly to term-ranking functions based on distribution
difference analysis, one tries to build a query topic model from the top-ranked
documents by extracting the part that is the most distinctive from the whole document collection. As top-ranked documents are likely to contain both relevant and
background (or even irrelevant) information, they can be represented by a mixture generative model that combines the query topic model θT (to be estimated)
and the collection language model. The log-likelihood of top-ranked documents is
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as follows, where R is the top-ranked document set, c(t, d) is the number of the
occurrences of t in d, and λ is the interpolation weight:
log p(R|θT ) =

XX
d∈R

c(t, d) log((1 − λ) p(t|θT ) + λ p(t|C))

(9)

t

The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al. 1977] is then
used to extract the topic model so as maximize the likelihood of the top-ranked
documents (assuming that λ has a non-zero value). Compared to the term-ranking
functions illustrated above, the mixture model has a stronger theoretical basis but
there is one parameter (λ) that needs to be set and it may be more difficult to
compute.
In the relevance model approach, it is assumed that both the query and the
top-ranked documents are samples from an unknown relevance model θREL . To
approximate such a model, the probability of term t is related to the conditional
probability of observing that term given that we just observed the original query
terms. By assuming that the k query terms qi and the document terms are sampled
identically and independently, the following estimate can be derived [Lavrenko and
Croft 2001]:

p(t|θREL ) =

X
d∈R

p(d) p(t|d)

k
Y

p(qi |d)

(10)

i=1

This model has been widely used recently. As it does not rely on distribution
difference analysis, it is more similar in spirit to Rocchio method. Operationally,
the main difference from Rocchio is that top-ranked documents are weighted such
that documents further down the list have smaller and smaller influence on word
probabilities [Lavrenko and Allan 2006].
An interesting generalization of the relevance model that takes the term dependencies into account is described in [Metzler and Croft 2007]. By modeling the
relevance distribution with Markov random fields, a wider set of features is used
that includes not only simple term occurrence statistics but also proximity-based
features, such as the number of times the query terms appear ordered or unordered
within a window of fixed size. The same method can also generate multi-term
expansion concepts, although such concepts were not found to be highly effective,
probably due to the correlation between their constituent single terms.
6.2.5 A web search example. To give an impression of the features generated
by different expansion methods in a practical application, consider the following
example. Suppose you are interested in retrieving web pages about foreign minorities in Germany. Figure 2 shows the first results page returned by Google in
response to the query ’foreign minorities Germany‘ (as of April 2009). Notice that
due to improper matching with the query terms, five out of the first ten results are
non-relevant to the query (e.g., they are about German minorities living abroad).
To help focus the search, we performed automatic query expansion. Using just the
first thirty results (title + snippet) returned by Google as data source, we applied
several expansion-feature generation methods illustrated above, recapitulated in the
first column of Table II. Preprocessing was common to all methods and consisted
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Fig. 2. The first ten results returned by Google in response to the query ’foreign minorities
Germany‘ (as of May 2009).

of HTML tag stripping, text tokenization, stop wording, and word stemming. The
query-term correlation was found by computing the correlations with the single
query terms with formula 5 and then taking their arithmetic mean. A similar
procedure was used for the mutual information scores, where we used a window
size equal to three to compute the term-term correlations. The LCA method was
approximated considering the snippets as passages and estimating the frequency of
the concepts in the web collection with the frequency counts returned by Google
on the candidate concepts (submitted in quotes). The weights in Rocchio and RSV
were computed using a simple tf − idf function (i.e., proportional to the term
frequency in the search result and inversely proportional to the frequency of the
web documents containing the term). For the other methods, we estimated the
conditional probabilities p(t|D) as the frequency of term t in document(s) D. For
the relevance model, we also used Laplace smoothing to eliminate zeros, and a
constant probability value for pseudo-relevant documents. The results produced by
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Table II. Expansion features (with associated scores) generated by several methods for the query
’foreign minorities Germany‘ by analyzing the first thirty results returned by Google on the same
query.
Method

Expansion features

Query-term correlation
matrix

west (0.415), workers (0.391), policy (0.380), republic (0.326),
housing (0.378), access (0.378), language (0.378), cultural (0.378)

Mutual information

integration (4.355), jstor (4.355), reports (4.355), description (4.241)
european (0.319), continental (0.319), cultural (0.319), language (0.319)
housing Germany (26.422), access housing (20.644), minority experience
(18.446), foreign policy (16.759), books result (16.586), west germany
(15.749), minorities groups (12.718), joschka fischer (10.422)

Local context analysis

Rocchio’s weights

joschka (1.121), poland (0.865), shareholders (0.726), romania (0.695)
danish (0.668), fischer (0.621), frisians (0.618), sorbs (0.580)

Binary independence
model

frisians (10.183), sorbs (9.036), joschka (8.878), hillard (6.669)
gaining (2.482), shareholders (1.848), fischer (1.304), continental (0.459)

Chi-square

frisians (4.176), sorbs (1.881), joschka (1.685), hillard (0.358)
google (0.061), number (0.046), history (0.041), books (0.036)

Robertson selection
value

joschka (0.004), gaining (0.002), poland (0.002), frisians (0.002)
sorbs (0.002), shareholders (0.001), hillard (0.001), fischer (0.001)

Kullback-Leibler
distance

frisians (0.036), sorbs (0.032), joschka (0.032), hillard (0.024),
gaining (0.017), poland (0.005), fischer (0.004), clark (0.002)
poland (0.0083449), language (0.0041835), description (0.0041832),
european (0.0041820), cultural (0.0041815), continental (0.0041814),
west (0.00418107), integration (0.0041806)

Relevance model

each method (expansion features + scores or probabilities) are shown in Table II.
Notice that ’frisians‘ and ’sorbs‘ (i.e., two minorities living in Germany) were the
first suggestions by BIM, Chi-square, and KLD, and they were also present in the
list of expansion terms produced by the other term distribution-based methods.
In Figure 3 we see the Google results when the original query was expanded with
’frisians‘ and ’sorbs‘. The difference to the unexpanded case is striking; all the first
ten results appear to be relevant to the query, while the overall number of retrieved
results reduced from 4,100,000 to 1,610. Judging from Figure 3, the new results
cover not only Frisians and Sorbs but also the other minorities. This example shows
that it was possible to generate in a very efficient manner a set of expansion features
that produced a more accurate model of the query topic, thus filtering out those
pages that spuriously matched the shorter description.
Before concluding this section, we would like to note that the methods for generating query expansion features can take advantage themselves of an earlier query
expansion step. The idea is to use the query augmented with some context as an
input, instead of the mere user query. In [Finkelstein et al. 2002], for instance,
the authors use the text surrounding the marked query, assuming that search is
initiated from a document the user views. This amounts to performing a double
query expansion, in which the first expansion is used to reduce query ambiguity and
increase the accuracy of the procedure that generates the actual expansion features
from the augmented query and the data source. An early stage of query expansion
with a similar goal is also used in [Jones 1993], to find the WordNet nodes that
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Fig. 3. The first ten results returned by Google in response to the expanded query ’foreign
minorities Germany sorbs frisians‘ (as of May 2009).

best match the query terms; such nodes are the starting points to generate the
expansion features.
6.3

Selection of expansion features

After ranking the candidate features, the top elements are selected for query expansion. The selection is made on an individual basis, without considering the mutual
dependencies between the expansion features. This is of course a simplifying assumption, although there are some experimental results that seem to suggest that
the independence assumption may be justified [Lin and Murray 2005].
Usually only a limited number of features is selected for expansion, partly because
the resulting query can be processed more rapidly, partly because the retrieval
effectiveness of a small set of good terms is not necessarily less successful than
adding all candidate expansion terms, due to noise reduction; e.g., [Salton and
Buckley 1990], [Harman 1992].
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Some research has been carried out on the optimum number of features to include
and there are differing suggestions ranging from five-ten features ([Chang et al.
2006], [Amati 2003]) to a few hundred ([Buckley et al. 1995], [Wong et al. 2008],
[Bernardini and Carpineto 2008]). On the other hand, the performance decrease
associated with non-optimal values is usually modest [Carpineto et al. 2001], and
most experimental studies agree that the number of expansion features is of low
relevance. The typical choice is to use 10-30 features. When the features scores can
be interpreted as probabilities, one can select only the terms having a probability
greater than a certain threshold; e.g., p = 0.001, as in [Zhai and Lafferty 2001a].
Rather than concentrating on finding an optimal number of expansion terms, it
may be more convenient to adopt more informed selection policies. It has been
shown that different queries have a varying optimal number of expansion features
([Buckley and Harman 2003], [Billerbeck and Zobel 2004a], [Cao et al. 2008]), and
that many expansion terms – about one third in [Cao et al. 2008] – are harmful to
retrieval performance. In fact, if one were able to select exactly the best features
for each query, the performance improvement would be much higher than usually
achieved ([Carpineto et al. 2002], [Cao et al. 2008]).
To go beyond a straightforward selection based on the ranks assigned to candidate
features, several methods that employ additional information have been proposed.
One technique [Carpineto et al. 2002] consists of using multiple term-ranking functions and selecting for each query the most common terms (e.g., based on majority
vote). A similar idea is exploited in [Collins-Thompson and Callan 2007], with the
difference that multiple feedback models are created from the same term-ranking
function by resampling documents and by generating variants of the original query.
The authors argue that in this way it is possible to remove noise expansion terms as
well as focus on expansion terms related to multiple query aspects. Another strategy consists of choosing a variable amount of expansion depending on the query
difficulty. In [Chirita et al. 2007], the number of expansion terms is a function
of the ambiguity of the original query in the web (or in the personal information
repository of the user), as measured by the clarity score [Cronen-Townsend and
Croft 2002].
In [Cao et al. 2008], the authors use a classifier to discriminate between relevant
and irrelevant ranked expansion terms. To learn the (Support Vector Machine)
classifier parameters, a training set is created in which single terms are labeled as
good or bad depending on whether they improve or hurt retrieval performance and
each term is described by a set of features such as co-occurrence and proximity
with query terms. The selection of the best expansion terms for a given query
(including zero terms) is explicitly cast as an optimization problem in [CollinsThompson 2009]. By optimizing with respect to uncertainty sets defined around
the observed data (e.g., using query perturbations and topic-specific constraints
such as aspect balance, aspect coverage and support of the query), the system
mitigates the risk-reward tradeoff of expansion.
6.4

Query reformulation

The last step of AQE is query reformulation, namely how to describe the expanded
query which will be submitted to the IR system. This usually amounts to assigning
a weight to each feature describing the expanded query – termed query reweighting
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– but there are other approaches that will be discussed at the end of this section.
The most popular query reweighting technique is modeled after Rocchio’s formula
for relevance feedback [Rocchio 1971] and its subsequent improvements [Salton and
Buckley 1990], adapted to the AQE setting. A general formulation is the following,
where q 0 is the expanded query, q is the original query, λ is a parameter to weight
the relative contribution of query terms and expansion terms, and scoret is a weight
assigned to expansion term t.
0
wt,q
+ λ · scoret
0 = (1 − λ) · wt,q

(11)

When the expansion terms are extracted from pseudo-relevant documents and
their score is computed using the documents, or Rocchio’s, weights (see the first
function in Table I), it is easy to show that the expanded query vector computed by
expression 11 moves towards the centroid of pseudo-relevant documents (according
to the document weights). However, the benefits of taking into account the term
distribution difference between the pseudo-relevant documents and the whole collection to select the expansion terms may be reduced if we reweight such terms by
Rocchio’s weights. The rationale is that terms that were correctly ranked higher
(because more relevant to the specific query at hand) will be downweighted if their
relevance value with respect to the entire collection being searched is low. This
observation has been confirmed in several experiments where the use of a distribution difference-based scoring function for both query expansion and reweighting
achieved the best retrieval effectiveness, not only for English (e.g., [Carpineto et al.
2001], [Wong et al. 2008]) but also for other european [Amati et al. 2003] and asian
languages [Savoy 2005]. Even a simple reweighting scheme based on an inverse
function of term ranks may produce good results (e.g., [Carpineto et al. 2002], [Hu
et al. 2006]).
Notice that as the document-based weights used for the unexpanded query and
the distribution difference-based scores used for the expansion terms have different scales, their values must be normalized before summing them in expression 11.
Several simple normalization schemes, discussed in [Wong et al. 2008], have been
proposed; usually they produce comparable results, although more powerful methods that not only scale data into the same range but also increase its uniformity
could be more effective [Montague and Aslam 2001].
The value of λ in expression 11 can be adjusted so as to optimize performance,
if training data are available. A typical default choice is to give more importance
to the original query terms; e.g, twice as much as the expansion terms. Another
possibility is to use a parameter-free query reweighting formula such as proposed
in [Amati 2003]. A more powerful approach is to adaptively determine how much
weight one should put on expansion information. In [Lv and Zhai 2009], considering
a relevance feedback setting, the authors use a learning approach to predict the
optimal value of λ for each query and each set of feedback documents, exploring
a number of features related to the discrimination of query and documents (such
as length, entropy and clarity) and to the divergence between query and feedback
documents.
Formula 11 can also be used when the expansion features have been extracted
from a thesaurus or WordNet. The weightings may be based on criteria such as
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number of connections, number of co-occurrences, path length, and type of relationship [Jones 1995]. In [Voorhees 1994], for instance, the expanded query vector
is comprised of subvectors of eleven different concept types with an associated importance weight: one for original query terms, one for synonyms, and one each for
the other relation types contained within the noun portion of WordNet.
If document ranking is performed through a language modeling approach, the
query reweighting step of AQE is naturally supported. In the basic language
modeling framework, the most relevant documents are those that minimize the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the query language model and the document
language model:
sim(q, d) ∝

X
t∈V

p(t|θq )log

p(t|θq )
p(t|θd )

(12)

In formula 12, the query model is usually estimated considering only the original
query words, while the document model is estimated taking also into account unseen
words through probability smoothing, e,g. by the Jelinek-Mercer interpolation
[Jelinek and Mercer 1980]: p(t|θd0 ) = (1 − λ) · p(t|θd ) + λ · p(t|θC ). Thus, the question
arises as to whether it is possible to create a better query model by finding related
words with their associated probabilities and then use the corresponding query
expansion model (QEM) to smooth the original query model, in the same way as
the document model is smoothed with the collection model. Various methods for
creating a query expansion model have been explored, based not only on feedback
documents ([Lavrenko and Croft 2001], [Zhai and Lafferty 2001a]), but also on term
relations [Bai et al. 2005], and domain hierarchies [Bai et al. 2007]. Regardless of
the specific generation method, the final expanded query model (computed with
the Jelinek-Mercer interpolation) is given by
p(t|θq0 ) = (1 − λ) · p(t|θq ) + λ · p(t|θQEM )

(13)

which can be seen as a generalization of expression 11.
Query reweighting is common in AQE but it is not always performed. One simple
alternative approach is to increase the number of features describing the query
without performing query reweighting at all, as in our example in Figure 3. Another
approach consists of increasing the number of query features and then applying a
modified version of the weighting function used by the ranking system (to explicitly
deal with the expansion features), in contrast to ranking the documents using the
system’s basic weighting function in conjunction with a reweighted expanded query.
A well known example is [Robertson and Walker 2000], used to extend the Okapi
BM25 ranking function [Robertson et al. 1998].
In other cases, it is produced a Boolean query ([Liu et al. 2004], [Graupmann
et al. 2005]), or, more generally, a structured query [Collins-Thompson and Callan
2005]. In [Kekäläinen and Järvelin 1998], it was shown that the probabilistic AND
operator, in combination with maximally expanded query aspects, was very effective
for query expansion. Nowadays, there are several search query languages that allow
specification of general concepts including Boolean filtering, phrase matching, and
term proximity, among others. For instance [Arguello et al. 2008], using Indri
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Fig. 4.

A taxonomy of approaches to AQE.

(http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/), the query ’DSLR camera review‘ can
be expressed as:
#weight (

0.8
0.1

#combine (
#combine (

0.1

#combine (

DSLR camera review )
#1 ( DSLR camera )
#1 ( camera review )
#1 ( DSLR camera review ) )
#uw8 ( DSLR camera )
#uw8 ( camera review )
#uw8 ( DSLR review )
#uw12 ( DSLR camera review ) ) )

where the first line is a unigram query, the second group is a query of exact
phrases, and the third group is a query of unordered windows (uw) with a specified
size.
7.

A CLASSIFICATION OF APPROACHES

AQE techniques can be classified into five main groups according to the conceptual paradigm used for finding the expansion features: linguistic methods, corpusspecific statistical approaches, query-specific statistical approaches, search log analysis, and web data. Each group can then be further split into a few subclasses, thus
yielding the general taxonomy shown in Figure 4. In this section we discuss the
main characteristics of the groups in the taxonomy. Then we provide a detailed
feature chart, where single AQE techniques can be analyzed and compared to one
another along a number of specific dimensions.
7.1

Linguistic analysis

These techniques leverage global language properties such as morphological, lexical,
syntactic and semantic word relationships to expand or reformulate query terms.
They are typically based on dictionaries, thesauri, or other similar knowledge representation sources such as WordNet. As the expansion features are usually generated
independently of the full query and of the content of the database being searched,
they are usually more sensitive to word sense ambiguity.
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Using word stems is one of the simplest and earliest language-specific AQE technique. The stemming algorithm can be applied either at indexing time (i.e., only
the document word stems are stored and then they are matched to the query word
stems), as in most systems (e.g., [Krovetz 1993], [Hull 1996]), or at retrieval time
(i.e., the original document words are stored and then they are matched to the
morphological variants of query terms). The latter strategy may be more effective
[Bilotti et al. 2004], but it requires structured querying, an ability that may not be
present in all document retrieval systems.
Ontology browsing is another well known language-specific AQE technique [Navigli and Velardi 2003]. Knowledge models such as ontologies and thesauri (the
distinction between the two is blurred) provide a means for paraphrasing the user’s
query in context. Both domain-specific and domain-independent ontologies have
been used (see [Bhogal et al. 2007] for a review of case studies), including the combination of multiple thesauri [Mandala et al. 1999]. Most of the recent work has
focused on the use of WordNet. As already remarked, WordNet is very appealing
for supporting AQE, but its application may raise several practical issues; e.g., lack
of proper nouns and collocations, no exact match between query and concepts, one
query term mapping to several noun synsets. Furthermore, the use of WordNet
suffers from the disambiguation problems discussed in Section 5.3. In particular,
its use for query expansion is advantageous only if the query words are disambiguated almost exactly ([Voorhees 1994], [Gonzalo et al. 1998]), while word sense
disambiguation remains a hard problem [Navigli 2009].
There are several ways to circumvent these difficulties. To increase the coverage
of single and multi-word concepts, WordNet has been enriched with an automatically constructed thesaurus [Mandala et al. 1998]. The disambiguation issue has
been addressed in a more effective manner in some recent papers. In [Navigli and
Velardi 2005], the authors argue that instead of replacing a given query word with
its synonyms, hyperonyms, and hyponyms, it might be better to extract the concepts that pertain to the same semantic domain of query, through other types of
definitional information derivable from WordNet such as gloss words and common
nodes. The different types of information present in WordNet can also be combined, e.g., to assign terms in the same query into semantically similar groups,
followed by conventional expansion of each group [Gong et al. 2006]. In [Liu et al.
2004] and [Song et al. 2007], classical Wordnet concepts, extracted by a sequential
application of heuristic rules to pairs of query terms, are then integrated with other
feature extraction methods.
The third main approach to provide additional linguistic information to the original query is syntactic analysis. The objective is to extract relations between the
query terms, which can then be used to identify expansion features that appear
in related relations. For example, it is possible to index the user query and the
top-ranked snippets by relation paths induced from parse trees, and then learn the
most relevant paths to the query [Sun et al. 2006]. The syntactic approach may
be most useful for natural language queries; to solve more general search tasks, the
linguistic analysis can be more effectively integrated with statistical [Song et al.
2006] or taxonomic information [Liu et al. 2008].
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Corpus-specific (global) techniques

The techniques in this category analyze the contents of a full database to identify
features used in similar ways. Most early statistical approaches to AQE were corpusspecific and generated correlations between pairs of terms by exploiting term cooccurrence, either at the document level or, to better handle topic drift, in more
restricted contexts such as paragraphs, sentences, or small neighborhoods. Concept
terms [Qiu and Frei 1993] and term clustering ([Crouch and Yang 1992], [Schütze
and Pedersen 1997], [Bast et al. 2007]) are two classical strategies, already reviewed
in the preceding sections. Other approaches to building an association thesaurus
are described in [Gauch et al. 1999], [Hu et al. 2006], [Park and Ramamohanarao
2007], and [Milne et al. 2007], making use of context vectors, mutual information,
latent semantic indexing, and interlinked Wikipedia articles, respectively. This
AQE paradigm has also been recently extended with good results to multimedia
documents [Natsev et al. 2007]. Note that since global techniques are data-driven,
they may not always have a simple linguistic interpretation.
7.3

Query-specific (local) techniques

Query-specific techniques take advantage of the local context provided by the query.
They can be more effective than corpus-specific techniques because the latter might
be based on features that are frequent in the collection but irrelevant for the query
at hand.
Query specific techniques typically make use of top-ranked documents. The most
commonly-used methods are analysis of feature distribution difference and modelbased AQE. Both were discussed in depth in the preceding sections.
A different vein of research on query specific techniques is based on pre-processing
top retrieved documents for filtering out irrelevant features prior to the utilization
of a term ranking-function. Besides using just web snippets, several methods for
finding more compact and informative document representations have been proposed, such as passage extraction [Xu and Croft 1996] and text summarization
[Lam-Adesina and Jones 2001]. In [Chang et al. 2006], the document summaries
go through a further process of clustering and classification with the aim of finding
an even more reduced set of orthogonal features describing each document (termed
query concepts). In this case, clustering is used to extract intra-document rather
than cross-document contextual information, in contrast with the approaches described in Section 5.4.
7.4

Search log analysis

The fourth main AQE paradigm is based on analysis of search logs. The idea
is to mine query associations that have been implicitly suggested by web users,
thus bypassing the need to generate such associations in the first place by content
analysis.
Search logs typically contain user queries, followed by the URL of web pages that
are clicked by the user in the corresponding search results page. One advantage of
using search logs is that they may encode implicit relevance feedback, as opposed
to strict retrieval feedback.
On the other hand, implicit measures are generally thought to be only relatively
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accurate (see [Joachims et al. 2007] for an assessment of the reliability of this
assumption) and their effectiveness may not be equally good for all types of users
and search tasks [White et al. 2005]. Other problems for their use for AQE may
be constituted by noise, incompleteness, sparseness, and the volatility of web pages
and query [Xue et al. 2004]. Also, the availability of large-scale search logs is an
issue.
There are two main AQE techniques based on search logs. The first is to treat the
individual queries as documents and extract features from those related to the original user query, with or without making use of their associated retrieval results (e.g.,
[Huang et al. 2003], [Jones et al. 2006], [Yin et al. 2009]). The second technique,
more widely used, consists of exploiting the relation of queries and retrieval results
to provide additional or greater context in finding expansion features. Examples
of the latter approach include using top results from past queries [Fitzpatrick and
Dent 1997], finding queries associated with the same documents [Billerbeck et al.
2003] or user clicks [Beeferman and Berger 2000]), and extracting terms directly
from clicked results ( [Cui et al. 2003], [Riezler et al. 2007]).
7.5

Web data

A common web data source for AQE is represented by anchor texts. Anchor texts
and real user search queries are very similar because most anchor texts are succinct
descriptions of the destination page. However, in the absence of any implicit user
feedback, it is difficult to find the anchor texts that are similar to the query because
classical ranking techniques such as Equation 1 do not work well on very short texts.
In [Kraft and Zien 2004], anchor texts are ranked using several criteria that best
relate to the specific nature of the data, such as the number of occurrences of an
anchor text (taking into account whether it points to a different site or to the
same site) and the number of terms and characters in it. Each anchor text is then
assigned a combined rank based on a median aggregation of its individual ranks.
At query time, the highest-ranked anchor texts that have a non-empty intersection
with the query are selected as refinement features.
Another interesting method, based on Wikipedia documents and hyperlinks, is
proposed in [Arguello et al. 2008]. The initial set of candidates associated with a
query is restricted by considering only those anchor texts that point to a short set
of top-ranked documents from a larger set of top-ranked docs, followed by scoring
each candidate proportional to its frequency and inversely proportional to the rank
of the documents it links to. Specific categories of Wikipedia articles are used in
[Xu et al. 2009].
Other types of web data that can be employed for AQE include FAQs [Riezler
et al. 2007] and the Open Directory Project web pages [Bai et al. 2007].
7.6

A feature chart

In Tables III and IV we consider some of the most influential or innovative AQE
methods, regardless of their broad conceptual paradigm, and provide a detailed
classification along five specific problem dimensions. The methods are ordered
chronologically.
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[Carmel et al. 2002]

[Lam-Adesina and Jones 2001]

[Carpineto et al. 2001]

[Zhai and Lafferty 2001a]

[Lavrenko and Croft 2001]

[Robertson et al. 1998]

[Mitra et al. 1998]

[Xu and Croft 1996]

[Voorhees 1994]

[Qiu and Frei 1993]

Query log
+ corpus

Query log

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Top-ranked docs

Top-ranked docs

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

WordNet

Corpus

Data
source

Adjacent terms
in anchor text

Query
association
Session-based
query-doc
correlation

Lexical
affinities

Document
summarization

All terms in
top-ranked docs

All terms in
top-ranked docs

All terms in
top-ranked docs

All terms in
top-ranked docs

Independent query
terms + adhoc fdbk

Adjacent nouns
in top-ranked passages

Query synsets
+ hyponyms

All terms
in corpus

Candidate feature
extraction method

Phrases +
single words

Phrases

Single words

Single words

Single words

Phrases

Single words

Single words

Single words

Single words

Single words

Phrases

Single words

Single words

Candidate feature
representation

Co-occur matrix
+ information flow

Co-occur matrix
+ disambiguation

Median rank
aggregation

Probabilistic
term-to-term
association

RSV

Splitting
rels/nonrels

RSV

KLD

Mixture model

Relevence model

RSV

Rocchio
weights

Co-occurrence
matrix

Hyponym
chain length

Term-concept
space

Feature selection
method

Boolean query

Unweighted
terms

Unweighted
terms

Probabilistic
reweighting

Rocchio

Unweighted
terms

Rocchio +
KLD scores

Interpolated
query model

Interpolated
query model

Probabilistic
reweighting

Rocchio

Rank-based
weights

Vectors of
concept types

Correlation
-based weights

Expanded query
representation

Table III. A fine classification of several AQE methods (continues in Table IV).

[Billerbeck et al. 2003]

Anchor
texts

Phrase classification +
WordNet concepts

Single words

Method reference

[Cui et al. 2003]

Top-ranked docs +
corpus + WordNet

Nearby terms
in top-ranked docs

[Kraft and Zien 2004]

[Liu et al. 2004]

Top-ranked docs

Interpolated
query model

[Bai et al. 2005]
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Top-ranked docs
+ corpus
Wikipedia

[Cao et al. 2008]

[Xu et al. 2009]

Wikipedia

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

[Lee et al. 2008]

[Arguello et al. 2008]

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

[Metzler and Croft 2007]

[He and Ounis 2007]

[Bai et al. 2007]

FAQ
training data
Top-ranked docs
+ corpus
+ user domains
Anchor texts +
top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Corpus

[Hu et al. 2006]

[Riezler et al. 2007]

Top-ranked docs
+ corpus

Stemmer +
Wordnet + corpus
+ top-ranked docs

Corpus

Data
source

All terms in
top-ranked articles

All terms in
top-ranked docs

Clustering of
top-ranked docs
Anchor texts
in top-ranked
Wikipedia docs

Markov
random fields

Terms +
nearby terms
All terms in
anchor texts and
top-ranked docs

Phrases in
FAQ answers

All terms in
corpus

Keyphrase
extraction

Web table and
form mining
Probabilistic
term association
network

Candidate feature
extraction method

Single words

Single words

Phrases

Single words

Single words +
multiword concepts

Single words

Single words

Phrases

Single words

Phrases

Single words

Attribute-value
pairs

Candidate feature
representation

Relevance model

Term classification

Doc rank +
link frequency

Relevance model

Maximum
likelihood

DFR on fields

Mutual
information
Statistical
machine translation
of questions
EM +
query classification +
mutual information

Information gain
+ term weighting

Markov chain

Association
rules

Feature selection
method

A fine classification of several AQE methods (continued from Table III).

[Song et al. 2006]

[Collins-Thompson and Callan 2005]

[Graupmann et al. 2005]

Method reference

Table IV.

Interpolated
query model

Interpolated
query model

Structured query

Interpolated
query model

Expanded
query graph

Query language
model combination
Rocchio +
combined
DFR scores

Unweighted
terms

Correlation
-based weights

DNF of
categorized phrases

Structured query

Boolean query

Expanded query
representation
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RETRIEVAL EFFECTIVENESS

The retrieval effectiveness of AQE systems is typically evaluated by executing each
query twice, with and without query expansion, and then comparing the two lists of
retrieved documents. In this section, after a brief illustration of the experimental
setting, we report and analyze the results published in the literature. We next
discuss alternative evaluation methods.
8.1

Experimental setting

Most researchers have used, in their experiments, the test collections developed at
TREC over the last years. The TREC workshop series is organized in a number
of tracks, the most relevant tracks to AQE being those that involve searching a
static set of documents using new queries (called topics); i.e., ad hoc, web, robust,
and terabyte track. The search tasks evaluated in such tracks mainly differ in
the type and size of the collection being searched; the robust track, in addition,
explicitly focuses on difficult topics, i.e., topics where unexpanded queries achieve
poor results. Each collection typically consists of a very large set of documents
(drawn from sources such as newswires and the web), a set of test topics, and
manual (human) relevance assessments stating which documents are relevant to
which topic. In Table V we report the main document collection statistics.3
The most common measure used to evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of the list
of documents retrieved in response to a topic is average precision. It is defined as
the sum of the precision at each relevant document in the list divided by the total
number of relevant documents. This measure is computed for each topic and then
it is averaged over the set of topics.
8.2

Published results of AQE approaches

The data sets summarized in Table V have become a standard benchmark for
measuring the retrieval performance of AQE. However, even when referring to the
same specific TREC test collection, the published figures are not always directly
comparable because the experiments have sometimes been carried out in subtly different conditions. To enable cross-comparison, we considered only the experiments
performed
(a) on the full set of documents,
(b) on the full set of topics,
(c) using the title-only description of the topics,
(d) using the mean average precision as evaluation measure.
The results published in the literature have been summarized in Table VI. As
well as the average precision of the single AQE methods, for each test collection we
listed the best baseline (i.e., a run of the ranking system without AQE) and true
relevance feedback (when available). In particular, the penultimate row contains
the best performance of unexpanded queries (of those reported in the papers asso3 Other

classical test collections, based on the TREC model, are those provided by CLEF. However, although there are also monolingual search tasks, the emphasis of CLEF is on cross-lingual
information retrieval (see Section 4.4).
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Table V.
Overview of TREC collections. The meanings of the acronyms are the following: WSJ = Wall
Street Journal, AP = Associated Press newswire, ZIFF = Computer Select articles (Ziff-Davis),
FR = Federal Register, DOE = abstracts of U.S. Department of Energy publications, SJMN =
San Jose Mercury News, PAT = U.S. patents, FT = Financial Times, CR = Congressional
Record, FBIS = Foreign Broadcast Information Service.
TREC
collection

Description

Size
(gigabytes)

Number of
docs

Mean number of
terms per doc

Disk 1

WSJ (1986-1989), AP (1989)
FR (1989), ZIFF, DOE

1.2

510,637

348

Disk 2

WSJ (1990-1992), AP (1988)
FR (1989), ZIFF

0.8

231,219

555

Disk 3

SJMN (1991), AP (1990)
ZIFF, PAT (1993)

1.1

336,310

481

Disk 4

FT (1991-1994), FR (1994)
CR (1993)

1.1

293,710

547

Disk 5

FBIS, the LA Times

0.9

262,367

535

WT10g

1997 crawl of the
Internet Archive

10

1,692,096

412

GOV2

2004 crawl of
.gov domain

446

25,205,179

691

ciated with the corresponding column), while the last row shows the true relevance
feedback performance, taken from [Wong et al. 2008] for the TREC6-7-8 collections
(making use of Rocchio + Chi-square scores) and from [Lee et al. 2008] for the other
collections (making use of cluster-based resampling). These latter figures provide
upper-bound performance on each collection (at least for AQE methods based on
top retrieved documents), when we are able to choose better pseudo-relevant documents, approaching true relevant documents.
First of all it should be noted that the best absolute results (displayed in bold)
varied widely across the various test collections. This phenomenon is evident looking at the results achieved by the same AQE method for the different collections
on which it was tested. For instance, the performance of ’information flow‘ ranged
from 0.266 (on TREC-1) to 0.394 (on TREC-3). The variability of results can be
explained considering that the test collections have very different characteristics;
e.g., in terms of size, noise, heterogeneity of contents, difficulty of topics, etc.
The AQE methods in Table VI belong to several categories described above. The
best results were achieved by four methods, namely ’information flow‘ [Bai et al.
2005] on TREC1-2-3, ’query contexts‘ on TREC7-8 [Bai et al. 2007], ’phrases +
WordNet‘ [Liu et al. 2004] on TREC9-10-12, and ’Markov random fields‘ [Metzler
and Croft 2007] on TREC13 (Robust track)-14. Interestingly, each was consistently
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better than other methods across all or most tested collections on which it was
tested. One thing common to these four methods is that they explicitly took
into account term dependency, although using different techniques; in addition,
they primarily made use of top retrieved documents, possibly combined with other
sources of evidence, and were built on top of very effective baseline ranking systems.
It is important to note that such findings need to be taken with caution because
in Table VI we listed the absolute overall performance of the system, including
but not limited to the AQE component. An effective AQE method will clearly
yield poor results when combined with an ineffective basic IR system, and vice
versa. In fact, the underlying ranking methods employed in the experiments were
usually very different and never exactly the same. The baseline performance figures,
when reported in the papers, presented considerable variations. The final results
achieved in [Bai et al. 2005], for instance, greatly benefitted from a very high
baseline performance (e.g., 3107 on TREC-3), even superior to that of the other
methods with AQE. We should also consider that even when performing strict
single-word indexing and using the same weighting function for document ranking,
there are a number of system-specific factors that can significantly alter the final
retrieval performance, including document parsing, stop wording, and stemming.
For instance, the removal of spurious, low-frequency words at indexing time from
the TREC-9 and TREC-10 collections was observed to be highly beneficial because
it reduced the number of typographical errors in documents, which is one of the
causes of poor query expansion in noisy collections. There is another issue that can
complicate interpretation of results, namely, that the parameters involved in each
AQE method might have been optimized using training data or other types of data
not always readily or widely available.
8.3

Other evaluation methods

To address the shortcomings of the classical AQE evaluation method based on overall change in performance, a few new approaches have been proposed recently. In
[Custis and Al-Kofahi 2007], the idea is to measure the specific capability of the
AQE component in overcoming query-document term mismatch by purposefully
degrading the quality of the queries with respect to their relevant documents. In
practice, query terms are removed from relevant documents one by one in order of
importance (e.g., from highest-to-lowest inverse document frequency) and the performance of the IR systems being evaluated (with or without query expansion) is
measured in the standard manner on the altered collections. This approach can be
very useful when the use of technical synonyms is the main issue for unsatisfactory
information retrieval, as with some domain-specific test collections. Another alternative evaluation strategy, based on the quality of query refinement terms, consists
of measuring the degree to which such terms, when used as queries, are capable to
retrieve different query aspects or subtopics [Nallapati and Shah 2006]. This latter
approach requires labeled documents for the subtopics underlying the query’s topic.
Besides evaluating the average retrieval performance, it is also important to consider the robustness of the system. It is well known that the performance of AQE
presents a marked variability across queries. In particular, while the majority of
queries are improved, some are hurt. Evaluation of robustness has thus become
common practice. The standard measure is the robustness index (RI), defined as
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Wikipedia
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queries(4)
phrases +
WordNet(5)
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information
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Table VI.
Mean average precision of several AQE methods on comparable test collections. An * marks results that were significantly
different to the baseline of no expansion (shown in parenthesis) at the 0.05 level, usually according to the Wilcoxon signed rank
test. The best AQE results for each collection are displayed in bold. The references are the following.
(1)
[Xu and Croft 2000]; (2) [Zhai and Lafferty 2001a]; (3) [Amati et al. 2001], [Carpineto et al. 2002], [Amati et al. 2004]; (4)
[Billerbeck et al. 2003]; (5) [Liu et al. 2004]; (6) [Collins-Thompson and Callan 2005]; (7) [Bai et al. 2005]; (8) [Song et al. 2006];
(9)
[Winaver et al. 2007]; (10) [Collins-Thompson and Callan 2007]; (11) [Metzler and Croft 2007]; (12) [Bai et al. 2007]; (13) [He
and Ounis 2007]; (14) [Lee et al. 2008]; (15) [Xu et al. 2009]; (16) [Wong et al. 2008].
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the ratio of the difference between the number of queries helped and that hurt by
AQE, to the total number of queries. On TREC data, the fraction of negatively
affected queries is of the order of 25% (i.e., RI = 0.5), if we use the same AQE
method across several collections (e.g., [Metzler and Croft 2007], [Collins-Thompson
2009]).
9.

COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

The total time necessary per performing AQE is the sum of two factors, namely
the cost of generating expansion features and the increased cost of evaluating the
expanded query against the collection, due to its larger size.
In practice, the latter factor is the most critical one. Consider that most ranking
systems have a common architecture based on inverted lists, one for each each
term in the collection, where each inverted list specifies which documents that
particular term occurs in, usually with a precomputed per-term score. At query
time, the system retrieves the inverted list of each query term and updates the score
accumulators of the documents present in each list. As query terms are processed
one at a time, the execution time of a ranked query is almost linearly dependent
on the number of its terms, as also confirmed by experimental observations. For
instance, in [Billerbeck 2005] and [Lavrenko and Allan 2006], AQE runs with sizes
of practical interest (ten-twenty words) were found to be much slower than those
with original queries, approximately by a factor of ten, yielding final response times
in the order of hundreds of milliseconds.
The techniques that have been developed for increasing the efficiency of evaluating ranked queries are based on reducing the number and portion of inverted
lists that need to be processed in order to service a query; see e.g. [Witten et al.
1999] and [Billerbeck 2005]. Documents that are likely to score high are considered with higher priority, and the processing is halted before the whole update has
taken place; e.g., as soon as a certain percentage of documents have been given
entries in the accumulator table for the current query. The two main strategies
for implementing this priority ranking are (i) evaluating query terms in order of
their importance (e.g., by their inverse document frequency), and (ii) sorting the
documents in the inverted list of a particular term by their relevance to the term
(e.g, by their within-document term frequency), followed by parallel execution of
ordered inverted lists.
An interesting refinement of such techniques is top-k query processing ([Theobald
et al. 2004], [Theobald et al. 2005]). The algorithm operates on the same scoresorted index as above, but, in addition, it makes use of score distribution statistics
to estimate aggregated scores of candidates and to perform early candidate pruning
(i.e., when the probability of being in the top-k result drops below an acceptable
error threshold). Theoretical and experimental evidence suggest that the use of
these approximated faster ranking techniques result in very limited or even no
degradation of retrieval effectiveness over unapproximated ranking.
Rather than relying on pruning mechanisms, one can try to optimize the full execution of AQE. A recent method [Bast and Weber 2006] suggests pre-computing
a block-based index, where a block is the union of the inverted lists associated
with words that are lexically close, and then adding this information as artificial
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words to the index for direct use at query time. This index structure explicitly
stores expanded inverted lists; it allows faster query processing due to a reduction
of random accesses to (atomic) inverted lists. A similar technique has been applied
to advertisement search, treating bid phrases as keyword queries and ads as documents, and placing together in a same block bid phrases that shared a common
prefix [Wang et al. 2009].
Another method for improving the efficiency of unapproximated AQE, although
restricted to the language modeling framework, is described in [Lavrenko and Allan
2006]; the problem of giant queries is improved by moving some of the computational effort to indexing time via computation of a particular document similarity
matrix. Overall, the utilization of the techniques illustrated in this section considerably increased the efficiency of query evaluation, with gains of up to a factor of
ten over the traditional inverted index.
Turning to the cost of generating expansion features, it may have a very limited
impact on the final response time of the system for several AQE techniques such as
extraction of expansion features from query logs and anchor texts, construction of
similarity thesauri, and word stemming. The reason is that all possible expansion
features are usually generated in advance (e.g., at indexing time, or off-line with
respect to the underlying ranking system) and the computation left at query time
is reduced to selecting those that are appropriate to the current query. The main
efficiency concern for such techniques is rather that they may not scale well to large
volumes of data due to their inherent complexity (e.g., clustering-based methods
grow quadratically with the collection size); this aspect is difficult to evaluate, given
the lack of experimental analyses and because the relevant literature is somewhat
elusive about the whole efficiency issue.
Of the AQE techniques summarized in the taxonomy in Figure 4, only the queryspecific ones raise specific efficiency issues at query time, mainly due to their reliance
on a first-pass retrieval. The major bottleneck is fetching the full-text top documents after they have been ranked according to the original query, because these
documents are usually stored on disk and disk access times are much slower than
memory access times. A more efficient approach is proposed in [Billerbeck and Zobel 2004b], making use of short document summaries to be kept in main memory in
the form of a set of terms with the highest tf-idf values. During querying, all terms
in the summaries that have been ranked against the original query are then used for
sourcing expansion terms, thus bypassing disk access altogether and also avoiding
the need of parsing the raw documents. Another possibility is to use an external
source such as a web search engine. Downloading the full documents from the web
would clearly be impractical, but using the search result pages is an appealing alternative ([Kwok et al. 2004], [Yin et al. 2009]). Expansion based on snippets takes
advantage of the engine’s large-scale query processing and results-caching infrastructure, but it may be subjected to technical limitations (e.g., maximum number
of fetched results per query, maximum number of queries per day).
9.1

Which AQE method is best?

In general, linguistic techniques are considered less effective than those based on
statistical analysis, whether global or local, because they require almost exact word
sense disambiguation, but statistical analysis may not always be applied (e.g., when
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good expansion terms do not frequently co-occur with the query terms). Of the
statistical techniques, local analysis seems to perform better than corpus analysis
because the extracted features are query specific, while methods based on web data
(query logs or anchor texts) have not yet been systematically evaluated or compared
with the others on standard test collection. The results shown in Table VI confirm
this perspective, although they suggest that the single AQE paradigms have a
high degree of complementarity that should be exploited to maximize retrieval
performance.
From the point of view of computational efficiency, query-specific techniques need
a double run at query time while other forms of AQE are mostly performed in an
offline stage, but the inherent complexity of the latter techniques may prevent their
application in high dimensionality domains. Besides effectiveness and efficiency,
there are other points that should be considered. Query-specific techniques are
dependent on the quality of the first-pass retrieval, corpus-specific techniques are
not suitable for dynamic document collections, linguistic techniques and methods
based on analysis of query logs or hyperlinks make use of data that are not always
available or suitable for the IR task at hand. Finally, some AQE techniques require
the capability of evaluating structured expanded queries.
To summarize, there is a wide range of AQE techniques that present different
features and are mostly useful or applicable in certain situations. The best choice
depends on the evaluation of a number of factors, including type of collection being
searched, availability and characteristics of external data, facilities offered by the
underlying ranking system, type of queries, and efficiency requirements.
10.

CRITICAL ISSUES

In this section we discuss three key issues that pose obstacles for a widespread
adoption of AQE in a wider range of operational search systems: parameter setting,
efficiency, and usability.
10.1

Parameter setting

All AQE techniques rely on several parameters. For instance, for a typical pseudorelevance feedback method it is necessary to choose the number of pseudo-relevant
documents, the number of expansion terms, and the λ balance coefficient for query
reformulation. The retrieval performance of the overall method is usually markedly
dependent on the parameter setting.
The standard approach is to use fixed values for key parameters, determined by
fine tuning on test collections. But there are two main drawbacks. The first is that
a fixed value for all queries is probably not the best choice. Queries have different
characteristics in terms of length, difficulty, verbosity, ambiguity, goal, and they
should receive an individual treatment. Several experiments (e.g., [Carpineto et al.
2002], [Billerbeck 2005]) showed that the use of fixed parameter values results in a
heavy penalization of average retrieval performance, compared to that theoretically
obtainable with optimal query-based AQE, and it is probably one of the main
reasons for the unsatisfactory robustness of AQE. The second problem is that while
such a tuning is standard in benchmarks like TREC, it becomes very difficult for
real search applications with highly dynamic corpora, unpredictable queries, and
continuously evolving search tasks (e.g., web IR, intranets, digital libraries, web
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communities, etc.)
This calls for automatic and self-adaptive query-based parameter setting. We
will see in the next section that this issue has started to be investigated but there
are still many challenges.
10.2

Efficiency

The efficient evaluation of queries is essential for IR systems such as web search
engines that need to deliver real-time results to a very large numbers of users. While
the expansion feature generation stage can be carried out efficiently, the successive
execution of the expanded query may become too slow, as discussed in Section 9.
This slowdown may prevent the adoption of AQE for real retrieval systems. It is
also harmful to research because far fewer runs fit into a particular window of time
[Lavrenko and Allan 2006]. Faster AQE techniques would allow researchers to carry
out more experiments and interactive studies to better understand the applicability
and limitations of this methodology.
There
are
three
possible
ways
to
address
this
issue:
– limit expansion features to a few important items and then rank the expanded
query in a standard way,
– allow for a possibly large number of expansion features, but prune features
and documents that are unlikely to lead to an improved result when ranking the
expanded query,
– use efficient index structure (for applications when it is possible) that support
nearly full document ranking against nearly full expanded queries.
The adoption of such approximated techniques usually involves a moderate tradeoff between speed and retrieval performance, although their overall adequacy ultimately depends on the requirements posed by the search application.
10.3

Usability

Usability is probably another critical issue, although it has not received much attention so far. AQE acts like a ’black box‘ employing hidden features that may
considerably complicate the interpretation of the logic used by the system to deliver results. For instance, some web users may be unsatisfied to find documents
(even relevant ones) that do not contain the terms in their query. This happens
some times, using AQE. For example, a document may be returned because the
anchor texts pointing to it contain the query terms, or because a query term is
subsumed by a more general term in the document, according to a given ontology.
When users obtain a result set that they find inadequate, they have no explanation
for why certain results not containing the original query terms were ranked high
and have no easy way to improve the query.
A simple method to reduce the lack of transparency and increase user control
over the relationships between query and results is to display the list of expansion
features used by the system for ranking the documents. A more comprehensive
approach would be not only to show why certain search results have been obtained,
but also to allow some form of manipulation of query and results on the part of the
user; e.g., revising the expanded query, zooming in on results that are related to
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some expansion features, etc.
It is known [Ruthven 2003] that expert users are capable of taking full advantage
of a query refinement feature, whereas pure AQE is better for non-expert users.
Hybrid strategies that integrate AQE and interactive search facilities might be
more effective for all types of users, but they have not been much investigated
so far. A notable exception is [Bast et al. 2007], where the individual expansion
terms and the number of their associated hits are displayed automatically after each
keystroke in the search box, together with the best hits. A similar search paradigm
has been recently followed for improving content-based visual retrieval, using pairs
formed by a refinement keyword and its associated representative images as single
expansion features [Zha et al. 2009]. Overall, the usability issue in AQE needs more
research.
11.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Most current research effort aims at improving the retrieval effectiveness and robustness of AQE. In this section we focus on three relatively well-established topics:
selective AQE, evidence combination, and active feedback. Other directions that
are being investigated try to integrate personal [Chirita et al. 2007] and negative
relevance feedback ([Wang et al. 2008], [Bernardini and Carpineto 2008]) information in the AQE framework, as well as more sophisticated forms of implicit user
feedback such as eye tracking [Buscher et al. 2008].
11.1

Selective AQE

Selective AQE aims to improve query expansion with decision mechanisms based
on the characteristics of queries. Based on the observation that some queries are
hurt by expansion, one simple strategy is to disable AQE if the query can be
predicted to perform poorly. However, it is not obvious which properties make
a query suitable/unsuitable for AQE. For instance, easy (difficult) queries do not
necessarily produce better (worse) performance, as there is no clear correlation
between the average precision that the original query achieves and by how much
AQE improves average precision ([Carpineto et al. 2001], [Billerbeck and Zobel
2003], [He and Ounis 2009b]).
The best known predictive function, termed clarity score [Cronen-Townsend and
Croft 2002], is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the query model, estimated
from the top-ranked documents, and the collection model. In principle, the higher
the divergence, the better the retrieval performance that AQE can provide. Experimentally, however, a straightforward use of the clarity score is not always beneficial.
Perhaps, a more effective strategy is to use the difference between the clarity score
of the initial query and that of the expanded query, yielding performance results
comparable to ranking without AQE on the worst queries (i.e., those hurt by expansion) and better than conventional AQE on the whole set of queries [Amati
et al. 2004].
Rather than just disabling AQE when its application is deemed harmful, it may
be more convenient to apply different expansion strategies according to the type of
query. An interesting form of query-dependent AQE is presented in [Xu et al. 2009]
using Wikipedia pages. Queries are classified in three types: 1) entity queries, if
they match the title of an entity or redirect page, 2) ambiguous queries, if they
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match the title of a disambiguation page, and 3) broader queries in all other cases.
For each type of query, a different method of AQE is then carried out. Another
approach that exploits a similar idea is described in [Fujii 2008]. Queries are classified as either navigational or informational making use of anchor-link distribution. Navigational queries are then handled by a particular anchor-based retrieval
model that expands anchor terms with their synonyms. Focused expansions have
also been applied in a federated search setting, producing specific queries for each
source [Shokouhi et al. 2009].

11.2

Evidence combination

Distinct AQE methods usually produce different refinements, with low to moderate
overlap [Kraft and Zien 2004]. Even when the overlap is large, the ordered sets
of expansion features may be largely uncorrelated [Carpineto et al. 2002]. If the
refinements suggested by the single methods are, on the whole, equally useful (e.g.,
they result in comparable average performance over a set of queries), one can try
to combine the most effective refinements at the individual query level. This strategy often works fairly well, with the combined method improving over all single
methods.
Several combination methods have been proposed. Two approaches, already
mentioned, consist of selecting the most common terms of those produced by multiple term-ranking functions [Carpineto et al. 2002], or classifying as relevant or
non-relevant the terms produced by the same term-ranking function with different
document samples [Collins-Thompson and Callan 2007]. In [He and Ounis 2007],
the focus is on improving the quality of query term reweighting (rather than choosing the best terms) by taking a linear combination of the term frequencies in three
document fields (i.e., title, anchor texts, body). All these combination methods
were applied as an improvement of pseudo-relevance feedback.
Linguistically-oriented AQE techniques can also greatly benefit from a combined
approach due to data sparsity: general-purpose resources are limited in coverage
and depth, but they can complement co-occurrence relations when the latter evidence is not available or reliable. In [Liu et al. 2004], WordNet concepts (i.e.,
synonyms and hyponyms) are combined by heuristic rules with other expansion
features extracted using global and local statistical methods. In [Bai et al. 2007],
multiple query expansion models are employed (i.e., using an external ontology, the
whole collection, and the top retrieved documents) and then they are combined by
interpolation to yield the final expanded query model:
p(t|θq ) =

X

αi p(t|θqi )

(14)

i

P
with i αi = 1. The best settings of such mixture weights confirmed that all
models affected the final performance, but the pseudo-relevance feedback model
was largely the most effective one. Another two approaches that combine complex
linguistic and statistical features are discussed in [Collins-Thompson and Callan
2005] and [Metzler and Croft 2007]; both were reviewed in the preceding sections.
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In query-specific AQE techniques, treating the top documents as relevant is often
not the best strategy. For example, if the top documents have very similar contents,
their cumulative benefit will not be very different from that attainable from any
one of them. The main approach for choosing more informative feedback documents is to emphasize their diversity. Several techniques have been proposed, such
as re-ranking documents based on independent query concepts [Mitra et al. 1998],
using cluster centroids or ranking gaps [Shen and Zhai 2005], skipping redundant
documents [Sakai et al. 2005], estimating uncertainty associated with a feedback
model [Collins-Thompson and Callan 2007], and choosing documents that appear
in multiple overlapping clusters [Lee et al. 2008]. Diversity is always combined,
explicitly or implicitly, with relevance. In [Xu and Akella 2007], a more comprehensive framework is presented that integrates relevance, diversity, and density,
where density is measured as the average distance of a document from all other
documents.
In [He and Ounis 2009a], the authors present a machine learning approach to
active feedback, analogous to that used in [Cao et al. 2008] to select relevant expansion terms. They classify the top-retrieved documents as good or bad, using
various features such as the distribution of query terms in the document and the
proximity between the expansion terms and the original query terms in the document. To train the classifier, they use top-retrieved documents labeled as good or
bad depending on whether they improve or hurt retrieval performance when used
as feedback documents.
Usually, it is assumed that the collection from which to extract the documents for
AQE is fixed. Selection from a multidatabase corpus is an interesting larger-scale
form of document selection. It turns out that analyzing the databases separately
can be better than treating the corpus as one large database, with substantial improvements if the best database is chosen [Gauch et al. 1999]. The most appropriate
database can be chosen by running the query against the individual databases and
analyzing search results [Gauch et al. 1999] or by more efficient, pre-retrieval query
performance predictors ([He and Ounis 2007], [Hauff et al. 2008]). Besides optimizing the choice of the best feedback documents, one can also focus on their best
parts. An earlier textual form of this approach is passage selection [Xu and Croft
1996]; other AQE methods suitable for web pages involve more sophisticated features such as visual clues [Yu et al. 2003] or tables and forms [Graupmann et al.
2005].
12.

CONCLUSIONS

Althouh there is no silver bullet for the vocabulary problem in IR, AQE has the
potential to overcome one of the main limitations of current search systems usage,
i.e., the reluctance and the difficulty of users in providing a more precise description of their information needs. In the last ten years, AQE has made a big leap
forward, by leveraging diverse data sources and inventing more principled and effective methods. Nowadays a spectrum of techniques are available (e.g., linguistic,
corpus-specific, query-specific, based on search logs and on web data) that cater for
different requirements in terms of query type, computational efficiency, availability
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of external data, and characteristics of the underlying ranking system.
The advance of AQE techniques has been confirmed by a number of experimental tests on classical benchmarks. Remarkable improvements in average retrieval
effectiveness have been reported in most evaluation studies, with gains not only in
recall but also in precision, at least for some type of queries.
In spite of such good results, AQE still suffers from drawbacks that have limited
its deployment as a standard component in search systems. The key aspects that
need to be improved are the robustness of retrieval performance, the automatic
setting of parameters, the computational efficiency of executing larger queries, and
the usability of an IR system implementing AQE. These limitations have started
to be addressed in recent research, together with the exploration of new directions.
Among the most promising trends, are the development of AQE methods that
explicitly take into account term dependency (e.g, through a combination of statistical and linguistic techniques), the utilization of search query languages that allow
for structured expanded queries, and the injection of interactive facilities into the
basic AQE framework. Hybrid methods achieved the best results on the experimental benchmarks and seem, in principle, more robust with respect to variation
of queries, document collections, and users. Equally important are the exploration
and learning of adaptive techniques. Query-dependent criteria can be used to optimize the amount of expansion, the type of reformulation, the setting of parameters,
and the selective application of AQE.
In summary, AQE may be at a turning point after about forty years of research.
It has reached a level of scientific maturity and there are signs that it is moving
beyond its experimental status and being adopted in operation systems. This paper
will hopefully help to make AQE better known and more widely accepted and used
in the search market.
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